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MAJOR REALLOCATION of regulatory authority has occurred in the natural 
A g a s  industry in the last ten years, one that promises to have a profound 
impact upon local gas distribution companies1 and gas end-users.2 During 
the 1960's the federal energy infrastructure's attempts to regulate, directly 
or indirectly, the policies of local distribution companies were very limited. 
Moreover, gas end-users served at the retail distributor level were free of 
any direct federal controls and the indirect controls were minimal. For many 
gas end-users, gas was merely one of a number of alternative fuels available 
to meet energy requirements. The  impact of the natural gas shortages of the 
1970's, however, engendered a growing role of indirect regulation of dis- 
tributors and end-users by the Federal Power Commission ("FPC").3 To- 
day, the National Energy Act of 1978 ("NEA")4 and other energy-related 
legislation give the federal energy establishment a direct and powerful role 
in distributor and end-user regulation. This federal role can be expected to 
grow yet larger in the 1980's, exacerbating the present tension between fed- 
eral and state regulation. This trend eventually may create a truly national 
energy policy, but in so doing it also may result in energy actions which are 
far less responsive to local and regional conditions. Whether the emerging 
federal role will redound to the nation's benefit remains to be seen; all that 
is clear today is that a radical transformation is taking place. 
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'A local gas distribution company is a company, not subject to the jurisdiction of the Natural Gas Act ("NGA"), 
which purchases gas at  wholesale and then sells that gas, plus any it produces itself, at retail to end-users. See NGA 
8 I ,  15 U.S.C. 8 717 (1976). 

'For the purposes of this article, an end-user is a purchaser of gas who uses that gas for its own purposes and does 
not resell the gas. 

T h e  Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") succeeded to most of the authority of the Federal Power 
Commission ("FPC") under the Department of Energy Organization Act (hereinafter "DOE Act"). 42 U.S.C.A. gg 
7171-7177 (Supp. 1978). 

'The National Energy Act of 1978 (NEA) consists of live separate pieces of legislation: the Natural Gas Policy 
Aa d 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-b21, 92 Stat. 3350 (1978) (hereinafter "NGPA"); the Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use 
Act d 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-620, 92 Stat. 3289 (1978) (hereinafter "FUA"); the National Energy Conservation Policy 
Act, Pub. L. No. 95-619, 92 Stat 3206 (1978) (hereinalter "NECPA"); the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 
1978, Pub. L. No. 95-617, 92 Stat. 3117 (1978) (hereinafter "PURPA"); and the Energy Tax Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 
95118.92 Stat. 3174 (1978). 
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Federal regulation of natural gas was inaugurated in 1938 with the 
passage of the Natural Gas Act ("NGA").5 The  NGA represented a limited 
exercise of the Congressional power to regulate interstate c ~ m m e r c e . ~  As 
originally interpreted, the NGA was applied only to transportation and the 
rates of sales for resale by interstate pipelines. 

T h e  FPC's asserted jurisdiction escalated twice in the next twenty 
years, first in 1947 when the Supreme Court held that the FPC could regu- 
late the prices charged interstate pipelines for gas produced by affiliated 
producers7 and second in 1954 when the Court held that the FPC had juris- 
diction over and must regulate the rates charged by producers who sell gas 
in interstate commerce for r e ~ a l e . ~  The  scope of federal regulation, however, 
was narrowed somewhat in 1954 with the passage of the Hinshaw amend- 
ment, which confirmed that the activities of intrastate gas distribution com- 
panies subject to state regulation were free from FPC jurisdiction and which 
removed from FPC jurisdiction certain pipelines, subject to state regula- 
tion, which transported natural gas received at or within the borders of a 
single state for resale in that state.9 

Despite the movement of the FPC into interstate producer regulation, 
the division of authority between the FPC and state regulatory agencies 
remained clear. The  FPC regulated only interstate pipelines and producers 
who sold gas in interstate commerce for resale or transported gas in inter- 
state c ~ m m e r c e . ' ~  State regulators controlled producers who sold gas ex- 

515 U.S. C.  # 717 el. seq. (1976). 

6The NGA asserted jurisdtction only over wholesale sales and transportation i n  interstate Iommerce. (:ongress 
could have asserted jurisdiction over transactions ;iffecting interstate commerce E.p., Wickard L , .  Fl lburn,  317 U \ 
111 (1942); Hear! o/ Al lanla Mote l  u. U n ~ l e d  Stales, 371) U.S. 241 (1064). Inste;td, (:ongress "did not envisage lederal 
regulation of the entire natural-gas field to the l i m ~ t  01 const~~ut londl   power.^‘ P.fJ.(:. u. Panhandle X a ~ l e r n  f'lpu L ~ n v  
Co.,  337 U.S. 498, 502 (1949). 

71nlerslale Na tu ra l  Gas Co. u. F.P.C., 331 U.5 682 (1047). 
Th i l i i ps  Pelroleurn Co. u. Wlrconrin, 347 U S. 672 ( 1954). 
" 5  U.S.C. # 717(c) (1 976) The Hinshaw amendment prov~cles: 
"The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any person cngaqcd in  { l r  l e a l l y  ;tuthr,rt/ed to engaac In the 

transportation in  interstate commerce or  the salr i n  intcrst;itr Iommerle lor resale, 1 3 1  natur.il :;ir rc~.eived hy such 
person from another person wi th in or at the boundary 01 ;I State 11 al l  thr n;ltur;il q.15 so rcceivc~l IS ultim.~tcly con- 
sumed w i th in  such State, or to any facilities used by such person for r u t h  tr;>nsportatlon or s;tlr, prgnvidcd that thc rates 
and service of such person and facilities be suhle1.t to rcgulat~on b) .I State ~ o m m i s s ~ ~ l n  The matters exempted from the 
provisions of this chapter by this subsection ;ire rle(lared III he matters prirni ir i ly (11' 11r1al concern and r u h j e ~ t  10 regula- 
t ion by the several States. A rcrt i l irati~,n I rom su1.h St;tte r~,mmission to the I,'eder;~l Poticr (:ommission that such 
State commission has regulatory jurisdictilln uver rates :and scrvil-c 01' such person ;in11 lat i l i t~ca and is cxcr(ising such 
jurisdiction shall constitute conclusive cvirlmcc such regul;~tory [wlwer 01- jur is~l i~. t ion " 

Section I (b )  of the NGA has always provided for the non- ju r i sd i~~ i< lna l  st.ltus 01 11,c;il ~ l i \ t r i I l u t i ~ ~ n s .  Seclion l (h )  
provides, i n  part: 

" [ t l he  provisions of this [Act ]  . . . shell not ;ipply . . . 11, the 101;il ~l i * t r - ihut i (~n 111 n;itural gas or  to the 
farilities used for such distribution " 1.5 C; S (:. 9 717(11) (1'170). 

The  House of Representatives a ~ t u a l l y  ~~rnaidcr-ed th~,  rcscrvatton of power unnccess;rry 
"That  part of the nrgativc detlaration t a t i n s  th;n the ;III shall nrlt ;tpply trr 'thc local distr i l)utl~rn of 
natural gas' IS surp lusag hy reason 111 the I';III th;it 1listri1,ntir~n i, m;lllc c~nly 10 consumers i n  c~~nncct ion 
wi th sales, and since no jurisdiction is given 111 thc (:~,mm~ssion to rcgulate s,~lcs to consumers the (:om- 
mission would have nu, authorily over d~strihutiori, whether or not 111<a1 i n  ch;ir;~cter." 

H R. Rep. N o .  709, 75th Gong., 1st hers. 3 (IORI). I ' h e  Supreme (:our-t h;ts ,.onz~\tcntly r r t < , ~ n i ~ r ( l  thih exprcss cx- 
emption E.g., F.P.C. u. Panhandle E a ~ t e r n  P ip r  l.tn(, Co.. \upra, 337 U.5. ;it iO4. 

"The  Supreme (:ourt held i n  Panhandlt Ea.slr,rn P~',pe 1.znr (:ir 1,. f i ~ l ~ l ~ c  .C.r181ru (.'ornrn~\t~rrn ,I/ Inrltnna, 312 U.5.  
507 (1947) that FP(; jurlsdicti~)n extended (11 three thinys and three thing, only: " ( I )  the tritnsp~rr-t;ltic,n I)! natural gas 
i n  interstate crlmmerve; (2) its a.lk i n  ~ntcrstat r  ,<,mmerte I ' I ~  rcs;llr, :lnd ( 3 )  n:~lur.ll q;l\ ci)rnp;il)lrs enq;lgcd in  such 
t ransp~rtat ion or sale" 332 U.5 at 510. I ' h i s  cnumcr;~tion cxcludcs ~h t -  s;ilc .I( retail I)y anyone; i t  . l ls~) cxrlucles 
wholesales i n  intrastate c ~ ~ m m c r t c .  
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clusively to intrastate end-users, intrastate pipelines, and local distribution 
companies (or often eschewed control except for the collection of severance 
taxes). At that time, federal control with respect to both distributors and 
end-users was minimal. When it occurred, it occurred indirectly in the con- 
text of proceedings before the FPC where pipelines were requesting author- 
ization to (i) transport gas in interstate commerce for a direct sale to an end- 
user," (ii) transport gas owned by end-users,I2 (iii) increase contractual 
sales to existing distributorsI3 or (iv) expand or construct interstate pipe- 
lines.I4 Under these circumstances, the FPC considered, among other fac- 
tors, the end-use of the gas by distributors or end-users, whether the re- 
quested authorizations would result in preemption of pipeline capacity to 
the detriment of existing pipeline customers, and the price for the trans- 
portation service or gas which was the subject of the proceeding.15 As a re- 
sult of these considerations the FPC did in some cases deny pipeline author- 
izations and therefore pipelines were unable to provide the requested service 
to their distributor or direct end-user customers. Except for this type of 
very broad indirect control, local distributors and end-users were essen- 
tially free from federal regulation. With respect to local distributors, state 
public utility commissions exercised pervasive control-setting rates and rate 
structures, attachment priorities and other policies.16 End-users purchasing 
directly from a pipeline faced federal control only with respect to the initial 
pipeline authorization to transport the gas and construct the necessary facili- 
ties to serve that end-user. Otherwise, for such end-users and all end-users 

"Panhandle Eastern Pipelrne Co. u. F.P.C. ,  232 F.2d 467 (3rd Cir.), cert. denred 352 U . S .  891 (1956) (where the 
3rd Circuit affirmed the FPC's refusal to permit an interstate pipeline to make direct sales to industrial customers when 
such sales would interfere with service to the pipeline's existing customers); Amerrcan Luursrana A p e  Lrne CJ.. 30 F.P C: 
698 (1963), ajj'd sub nom., Central Illinors Publrc Sew.  Comm. u F . P . C . .  338 F.2d 682 (7th Cir. 1964) (where the 
FPC conditioned authorization by a pipeline for transportation servrre involving a direct sale so as to assure that the 
sale would be interruptible and not preempt capacity needed to meet firm demands of the pipeline's lurisdict~onal distrl- 
bution customers); Northern Natural Gas Co. ,  33 F.P.C. 501 (1965) (where despite the objection of certain distribution 
companies, the FPC approved the issuance of a certificate for an additional direct sale by an Interstate pipel~ne). 

"Trans-Contrnental Gas Prpe Lrne Carp. ,  21 F.P.C. 138 (1959). reu'd 271 F 2d 942 (3rd Cir. 1959), reu'd sub 
nom. Consolrdoted Edison Co.  u. F.P.C. ,  365 U.S. 1 (1961) (where the Supreme Court affirmed the FPC's denial o l  trans- 
portation authority for gas purchased by a New York City public utility company directly from producers In Texas for 
use as boiler fuel); El Paso Natural Gas Co. ,  47 F.P.C. 896 (1972), ajj'd sub nom. Arizona Public Serurce Co. u. F.P.C. ,  
483 F.2d 1275 (D.C. Cir. 1973), 490 F.2d 783 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (where the FPC denled a pipeline's request for a n  autho- 
rization to transport natural gas owned by a public uttlity from Texas to Arizona for use as boiler fuel). 

"Arkansas-Loursrana Gas Co . ,  27 F.P.C. 697 (1962), rehearrng denied, 27 F.P.C. 1257 (1962), reu'd in part, 
ajj'd rn part sub nom. Granrte Crty Steel Company u. F.P.C. ,  320 F.2d 711 (D.C. Cir. 1963) (where the D.C. Circuit 
reversed the FPC decision and required that a request by a pipeline to increase sales to existing distributors be denied 
because of the adverse impact which such service would have on the pipelines's existing industrial customers); Natural 
Gas Pipelme Company of America, 33 F.P.C. 543 (1965) (where the FPC determined that a pipeline's expanslon would 
not prejudice the competitive position of coal retailers). 

"Natural Gas Apeline Company of America, 34 F.P.C. 771 (1965) (where the FPC denied permission for the 
construction of a new pipeline from Oklahoma to the St. Louis market area); Mrdwestern Gas Tmnsmrssron Company, 
22 F.P.C. 775 (1959) (where the FPC certificated facilities with 22,790 Mcf unallocated capacity); Trans-Continental 
Gas Pipe Line Corp., 22 F.P.C. 836 (1959) (where the FPC authorized construction resulting in 17,000 Mef of unallo- 
cated capacity). See also Trans-Continental Gar Prpe Llne Corp., 27 F.P.C. 858 (1962) (where the FPC authorized 
8,603 Mcf of unallocated capacity); Southern Natural Gas Company, 31 F.P.C. 789 (1964); and Texas Eastern Trans- 
mission Corp., 28 F.P.C. 1035 (1962). 

lsSee F.P.C. u. Trans-Continental Pipe Line Corp., supra. 
I6The NCA does not give the FPC the authority to interfere with regulation by the States of local utility service. 

Public Ufi l .  Comm'n u. United Fuel Gas Co. ,  317 U.S. 456 (1943); F.P.C. v .  Transcontrnmtal Gas Pipe Lrne Corp., 
365 U.S. 1, 27-28 (1961). Indeed, the NGA was intended expressly to fill the areas which the Federal Constitution for- 
bade the states to regulate; no supplanting of state power was intended. See, e.g., F.P.C. v .  Panhandle Eastern A p e  
Lrne Co., supra, 337 U.S. at 502-505. 



served by distributors, the choice ol' gas (where available) over any other 
energy source was by and large a matter for internal decision. While the 
FPC arguably had the potential to affect local distributors and end-users 
i n d i r e ~ t l y , ' ~  that potential remained largely unrealized in the gas-abundant, 
low-priced market of the 1950's and 1960's. 

T h e  potential was not diminished, however, by the fact that it remained 
unrealized. Beginning in the 1960's, a force began to operate that ten years 
later would first induce the FPC to exercise increased regulation of distribu- 
tors and later cause Congress to alter the natural gas market fundamentally. 
That  force was the development of a natural gas shortage that culminated in 
serious curtailments during the winter of 1976-77. 

T h e  development of this gas shortage was signalled by one factor and 
aggravated by a second. First, the looming shortage manifested itself ini- 
tially only as  a statistical quirk-despite relatively stable production of gas 
committed to the interstate market, the nationwide reserve-to-production 
ratio was in a period of significant decline.'# As natural gas production and 
use increased, the period over which interstate gas would be available steadily 

"'l'he ahility of the 1.K: to do ~ n d ~ r e ~ t l y  what i t  lacks the jur~rdlctlon to dl, dlrectly har been a subject ol  great 
controversy and much legal learning. I he N(;A wa\ enactccl partially in response to ahuses that resulted lrom the states' 
Inability to r e ~ u l a t e  the flow ol gas in Inter\tate <r,mmcrc.e I ' h e  N(;A remedierl this 11y asserting lederal jurisdiction 
over those areas heyond state ju r~sd i~ t ion  . l 'h~s ~ntcrstitial nature I,! lederal reguldti~m is a key factor in the limitations 
that have heen placed upon the F P C  and the FEU(:. 

'l'he FPC cannot ure its powers to athieve ~nclirettly what i~ cdnnot a[ hleve directly. Fur example, except under 
very limited circumstances, the FP(; cannot requlre an interstate p~pel ine to construct lacilitier I I ~  provlde service to new 
customers. In Central We51 Ul~lzly (.'I,, u. F.P.C., 247 k 2d 300 (3d Cir. 11).57), an interstate pipeline applied for a cer- 
tificate to construct new ldc~l~t ier ,  but the FPC was asked to conditic~n its approval upon the construction ol  other lacili- 
ties. T h e  F P C  concluded in l a n g u q e  the court adopted: 

"In the Instant case, I I  1s true that rhe requirement wc~uld be imposed by a cond~tion [to a certificate 
to construcl and operate p~peline facil~[~eal . . . However, desp~te the method employed, the effect re- 
mains the same-the cclmpany would be cc~mpelled to enlarge its lacilities, contrary to the express 
declaration . . . that 11, require ruch ir 'beyond the power of the Commission.' T o  impose such a re- 
quirement would put us in the p ~ s i u i ~ n  ol  dolng indirectly what we are lorbidden to do directly. 
Familiar rules of law and our own regard lor a proper observance of the limitations which Congress and 
the courts have placed upon our duthorlty both restrain us from pursuing such a course. 

"These same reasons require us to reject the proposition that an order requiring the enlargement of 
fac~litles by way of a condition to a certificate authorization would be a permitted exercise of power, 
since a condition would be 'voluntary', not 'mandatory' . [A] 'choice' between the grant o l  a certifi- 
cate on condilion that the company enlarge certain other transportatlon facilities, on pain ol  denial 
of the certificale authorization i f  the company reluses to accede to the condition, cannot fairly be 
called 'voluntary .' " 

247 F.2d at  310-31 1. 
Subsequent cases have upheld this result, e.g., Mob11 Oil Corp. u. F.P.C., 483 F.2d 1238 (D.C. Cir. 1973). 
While the FPC cannot use this type of indirect power, it can consider the results its activities will produce if 

policies contrary to the ones it espouses a re  followed. See rnjra, text a t  note 43. 
A third type of ind~rect  authority must be discussed. T h e  F P C  has the authority to take certain steps even though 

such steps place significant pressure on non-jurisdictional entities, like local distributors, to follow suit. Thus,  the F P C  
is perfectly free to adopt a rolling base period in its curtailment plans, even though that places great pressure on dis- 
tributors to upgrade their load. T h e  F P C  can establish curtailment priorities even if that puts pressure on the states 
to adopt s~rnllar pr~ori ty ratings. T h e  FPC can set interstate pipeline rates in a way that rewards distributors with a 
h ~ g h  proportion of residential users even though it cannot force distributors to upgrade their load. In other words, there 
are s~gnificant pressures the F P C  can bring to bear to  foster results it cannot achieve directly as  long as  it does not cross 
explicit jurisdlct~onal prohibitions. 

IBThe reserve-to-production ratio is the amount of proved reserves divided by annual production. This  ratio de- 
clined signilieantly between 1946 and 1971-from 32.6 to 12.6. 1972 F P C  ANN. REP.  38, 1970 F P C  ANN. REP.  51. 
Until 1968, the annual additions to proven reserves exceeded annual production; in 1968, exeluding the Alaskan gas 
reserves, proven reserves began a steady decline. American Petroleum Institute, RESERVES O F  C R U D E  OIL,  
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS, A N D  NATURAL GAS I N  T H E  U N I T E D  STATES A N D  CANADA A N D  U N I T E D  
S T A T E  PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY AS O F  D E C E M B E R  31,1972,  Vol. 27 (1973). 
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declined. Second, newly developed reserves were increasingly reserved to the 
intrastate markets, where gas commanded a higher price than that allowed 
by the FPC-regulated rates. As the nation's supply of future marketable gas 
declined, an increasing proportion of it was kept out of the interstate market. 
T h e  natural gas market was legally and practically separated-two com- 
pletely different markets for one product, one with an FPC-fixed price cap 
that discouraged new dedications, the other with a flexible price system that 
encouraged production.I9 

The  statistical manifestations of the gas shortage became concrete in the 
early 1970's, when several of the interstate pipelines began experiencing in- 
creasing difficulty obtaining sufficient natural gas to fulfill their contractual 
supply commitments. By 1977, the problem had reached crisis proportions 
with the shortfall reaching twenty-five percent of all interstate pipelines' 
contract demand.20 Individual interstate pipelines' curtailments reached even 
more staggering  proportion^.^^ 

In response to this crisis, the FPC required interstate pipelines in the 
early 1970's to formulate curtailment plans which would govern the allo- 
cation of insufficient supplies of gas to the competing demands of contract- 
 purchaser^.^^ These plans produced the most significant impact of FPC 
regulation on distributors and end-users to that date. End-users who pur- 
chased gas directly from interstate pipelines suffered direct and immediate 
 impact^.?^ Even though the FPC's pipeline curtailment plans and priorites 
could not be directly imposed upon end-users served by  distributor^,^^ 
they had serious effect. As a general rule, the FPC's curtailment plans did 
not operate to reduce supplies to distributors on a pro rata basis below con- 
tract  volume^;'^ instead, a hierarchy of gas uses was developed to determine 

l " l  hr FP(: sel 5.1, r.ites ~ l ~ ~ . r , u ~ l i  \.tl-l<,rlr IIIC,II~~ (I~IIII~(: 11, I~I-I<II, \\ hllc 1 1 1 ~ ~ ~  I I~CI~O~> :Ire II~IIII~O~I.IIII lor the 
purpose, 01 I ~ I S  p,lprr, ~ h c  d~ \c rse~ i , r  111 prttrs c ~ u - r < I  I n  I l'( rqu1.111o11 I, 1111p<~r1~11it U r t w t ~ ~ r ~  IOO~) 'IIIII 1970. Inter- 
sr.lrr prlrer lor n r n  g.lr rose I r < ~ n i  1') 8 , c l i~s  pc.1 ~II~II,.~II~ (110i( ICCI (A1~11 III 81.42 pcr AIcI' 111 (.111111..1SI. IICI\YCCII 

,ind 1977, i n ~ r , ~ s t ' ~ ~ c  priccb lor ncu X.I> row I I C ~ I  IX <CIBI> p r r  \ f < l  !<)  82 3') per h l c l  5. Urp. No ')5-43(>, 95th 
(:ong . 1st 5rss X (1'1-7) 

2+"~dera~l PCNCI ( : o ~ ~ ~ n i i s s ~ o ~ ~ .  R ~ ~ ~ l t , t r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r n ~ ~ .  (.'~,~I,,,/~I~VII> or1<1 l ) t~ l~ i t~, ,<s 01 I n / c r ~ l o / ~ ~  l 'r/~c/tr>~ (:on~/,anrt,> (JUII~ 

lo - - )  
"I'or r x . ~ n ~ p l r .  OII IIIC l ' r . ~ ~ ~ s e o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ . i l  (;,I\ l ' lpr 1.11ir (:awl) \),ICIII. ~11r1.11ln1r1ll ICLCI* ~c,I<IIc(I 44'JI, 111 1070-77. 

up 1ro1i1 7 41",, In  10-2-1')73 Slol,. ~!/.\',r,/h (,',,,(,/rrzn r ,  I.t..l~'(:. {S- l  1.' 211 1011~. 11lOS ( I ) . ( :  ( ' i r .  1078) 
"111 .\pnl, 1'1- 1 .  1111. I:P(: ~a>uctl Order Nt, 4 3 I .  u l ~ l r l ~  I ~ ~ ~ I I I I C I ~  r . \ r r \  1111 WII~IIOII.II IJI~CIIII~ III rrport hr lhrr  

11 cxpc,~cd 10 , u r ~ . ~ ~ l  dell\rr lc- 10 ,ual<urirr. I ' ~ l ) r l ~ n r \  I.YIIIYIIII~: IIIII.II~IIII,III> ~ V I C  1rrq111rrd 10 l~lr .I t.11.111 ~ ~ c , I ~ ) I I I <  

h o ~  supplirs o f  5.15 t i o u l ~ l  IIC ,IIIO,~IIC~I l'o/,c I Il'z11r R, s /> t ( l  10 ~~,~~I<I/,/I\/IIII~~JI/ 01 6%f t , , ~ \~ '?cs  10 I)<, 7i1kc11 f i ~ r  fhc l 'rc~/r<- 
Iron , I /  as Relzoble and  A,/epuo/r. Srn,rcr a \  I'rr\<.r,/ .Vo~l,,o/ (;o\ SII/)/,/IC\ on(/ (.'npn<-r/lvs H'I// I ' r r n ~ r l .  Order N o  431. 
4 <  I.' PC:. >70 (1'171) 

l ' l ' h c  5uprc1i1r (:OIII t held 111.11 d11.c~ I JIlIII I1. i r r1~ (1111111 111. < 111 1.111cd IIIIIIC~ 111r (:OI~III~~>\I~BII \ II.III~~I<BI I,III<BI~ 
. ~ u t h o r ~ t \ .  eben rhol~gh il h.1~1 l)rr\~<,ll,l\ < l r ~ ~ ~ c ( l  I hc ~ r o ~ \ r ~  (11 111r 1'1'(. 10 <11111rol ,111 r t  I 1,111 1 II.I\C I ,IIC\ 1. ll.(: i, 

l , ou r \ tn~~o  Pocvt r & l,t,qh/ (.',> , 4ll(n Li 5 (121 (1')-2) 
'r l 'hr r c s u l . ~ ~ i c l ~ ~  <!I I.ne, .ili<l WI\I(O 01.~rqcd 11\ I<K,II LIIIIIIIO 1 1  1 ~ 1 1  1,) tlic \I.IIC. .St,,, 111)1(. '1 1 1 1 ~  I:)'(: I C ~ ~ B ~ I ~ I / C ( ~  

this whrn 11 p r~ )n i i~ lq .~ l r< l  11s rll(1-urc I l r l < ~ r l l \  pl,111  TI/?(!. 11111r 20). \1.11111(: "011r (Ic(I\~oI~ I* 111.1~lr \\IIII lu l l  k l l o w l ~ < I ~ r  
th,il ccrtalri r.ller 11) ul111n.nr ~LI\I<IIIICI\ . lrr IIC)(BIIII 0111. I ~ ~ ~ \ I ~ ~ ~ I I , I I I  " 1 1111=(11!or1 01 (:or~>~~n,,r~i,t,r 01 .\'n~rrr,rl K,.,orr,-r.t.t- 
.'b'nlurnl (;a\ /Irl. Older Nt, 4(17. 4') I. I'(: 8,. X' (1'173) S,.<, II~IC 'I I l n . . ~ l ~ s r  111c (:011111111~11111'~ ,tlrl.111111~111 powrr IS 

h.iscd upon 115 trc1ll\l)c,rl.llltll1 . I~ I I~< I~ I I \  IIII~CI WYIIOII I(],) 0 1  IIIC N(i.1. WIII(II .~lho ~X(III<I<Y I~~I I I . I I I~I I  0 1  11)1.11 cl1~1r11,o- 
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entitlement, with all of the demand for the highest priority end-users re- 
quired to be fulfilled before any gas was allocated to users situated in the 
next level in the hierarchy.26 

Under an end-use plan, the interstate pipeline would compile an end- 
use profile of the users supplied by its customers. It would then allocate 
the gas it expected to have by end-use, filling all of the needs of the highest- 
priority users before supplying any gas to a lower priority end-user. For 
example, assume that a pipeline with contract 'demand for 200 units of gas, 
divided equally between two distributors, A and B, had actual supplies of 
only 150 units, and that distributor A's end-use profile indicated that it 
needed 80  units for priority 1 users and 20 units for priority 3 users, while 
distributor B's profile was 50 units for priority 1 users and 50 units for 
priority 2 users. Under an end-use curtailment plan, A would receive 80 
units of gas while B received 70 units. These figures contrast to the 75 units 
each would receive if the curtailment was shared on a pro rata basis. 

While the Commission adopted this so-called end-use curtailment plan 
at the wholesale and direct purchaser level, it could not impose its hierarchy 
on end-users served indirectly by interstate pipelines through a state-regu- 
lated d i s t r i bu t~ r .~ '  Once a distributor received an allocation of gas based 
on its consumers' end-use profile, it was free to allocate the gas among its 
end-users as it and its state regulator saw fit after taking state and local 
conditions into consideration. 

T h e  distributor might adopt a pro rata rather than an end-use plan. 
Thus,  in the example above, distributor A received 80 units of gas because of 
its priority 1 requirements, but nothing in federal law stopped it from allo- 
cating this gas under a pro rata system, pursuant to which it might allocate 

'bin response lo Order No. 431, supra, note 22, several pipelines filed curta~lment plans Some based deliver) 
priorities on contract entitlement. others on end-use. In response, the Commission issued Order No. 467, which stated 
it was Commission policy to require end-use curtailments, In accord with a listing of nine categories 11 provided. Order 
No. 467, supra. This  order was clarified or amended twice, Order  No. 467-4, 49 F.P.C. 217 (1973); Order No. 467-8, 
49 F.P.C. 583 (1973). 

T h e  nine priorities were: 
(I ) Residential, small commercial (less than 50 blcl'on a peak day). 
(2) Large commercial requirements (50 Llcf or more on a peak day), firm industrial requirements lor plant 

protection, feedstock and process needs, and pipeline customer storage injection requirements 
(3) All industrial requirements not specified In (2), (4), (j), (7),  (a) ,  or  (9). 
(4) Flrm industrial requirements for boiler fuel use at less than 3,000 Llcf per day, but more than 1,500 per 

day, where alternate fuel capabilities can meet such requirements 
(5) Flrm industrial requirements for large volume (3,000 Lief or  more per day) boiler fuel use where alternate 

fuel capabilities can meet such requirements. 
(6) Interruptible requirements of more than 300 Mcf per day, but less than 1,500 Mcf per day, where alternate 

Fuel capabilities can meet such requirements. 
(7) Interruptible requirements of more than 3,000 Mcf per day, but less than 10,000 Mcf per day, where alter- 

nate fuel capabilities can meet such requirements. 
(8) ln te r ru~ t ib le  requirements of more than 3,000 Mcf per day, but less lhan 10,000 Mcf per day where alter- 

nate fuel capabilities can meet such requirements. 
(9) Interruptible requirements of more than 10,000 Mcf per day, where alternate fuel capabllltles can meet 

such requirements. 
18 C.F .R .  5 2.78 (1978) (superseded). 

While these priorities were not slavishly adhered to, the basic structure was observed in most curtailment plans. 
A key feature of this end-use plan was the absolute priority that a higher priority use had over a lower priority 

use. Order 467 mandated "full curtailment of the lower priority category volumes to be accomplished before curtailment 
of any higher priority volumes is commenced." Order 467, supra, 49 F.P.C. at  87. 

2'Supra, note 24. 
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64 units to its priority 1 users and 16 units to its priority 3 users. In that 
case, it would be serving some priority 3 users while distributor B was un- 
able to meet all of its priority 2 requirements. This federally perceived 
"problem" would worsen if distributor A also had 20 units of its own self- 
help gas,28 not subject at all to F P C  jurisdiction. The  inability of the FPC to 
carry its curtailment priorities through to the burner-tip resulted in asserted 
inequities-during the periods of deepest curtailments, some distributors 
met all of their customers' needs for gas while others were cutting off gas 
deliveries to relatively high priority users. 

After the adoption at the federal level of the theory of end-use curtail- 
ment, there remained the question of how to apply it. In practice, the an- 
swer to that question depended on the temporal profile of an interstate pipe- 
line's customers to which the end-use concept was to be applied. T h e  choice 
was between a "fixed base period"29 and a "rolling base period".30 Op- 
ponents of a rolling base period argued that the rational response to a cur- 
tailment plan with a rolling base period was to add new residential loads, 
thereby increasing its top priority load and, hence, the amount of gas avail- 
able to the distributor. That ,  in turn, freed the distributor's non-FPC regu- 
lated gas for sale to its other customers. O n  the other hand, the use of a 
fixed-base period encouraged an end to the use of interstate pipeline gas for 
new customers, as each distributor's share of its supplying pipeline's gas 
remained fixed despite any growth that might occur on the distributor's 
system. 

Thus, despite the FPC7s lack of direct authority over distributor ser- 
vice to end-users, the curtailment plans of interstate pipeline suppliers had a 
direct effect on the policies adopted by local distributors and state regulators. 
First, the adoption of a fixed or rolling base period did affect the ability of 
a distributor to serve new end-users. Second, the state regulators' responses 
to the adoption of a federal end-use scheme varied greatly. For example, in 
Illinois, the Illinois Commerce Commission approved a curtailment plan for 
Central Illinois Light Company which combined both end-use and pro rata 

aspects. With respect to other distributors, however, the Illinois Commis- 
sion merely instituted an extensive investigation of supplies and demand 
and issued a general rule requiring distributors to file a curtailment plan 
two years before they projected curtailment. As a result of a basically favora- 
ble supply picture resulting from self-help activities, few curtailment plans 
were ever filed. Moreover, because of the recent improvement in interstate 

'Dell-help gas inrludes intrastate gas, synthetic natural gns, prrlpane air mixture5 and other non-tnterst;~tc pipe- 
line supplies. 

2"Under a fixed base period plan, the end-use prolile r11' the pipeline's customers is fixed by the actual end-uses 
served during an hislorival rime period. Suhrequenrly,  his fixed base period is not updated to rcllecr either the ;~ddit~on 
or termination ol end-users. 

"'A rolling base period plan is one in which the end-use profile ol the pipeline is updated 21s to the r,,lurnc used 
by each class 01 end-user. I n  thrs way, ~.urta~lment is based upon a recent "snapsh~)~" ( 1 1  the pipelinc's ;~ttual  (ustomcr 
load. 
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pipeline supplies all proceedings in the general curtailment docket have been 
~uspended.~ '  

T h e  gas curtailments and the crises they caused provided a major 
impetus to the passage of the five components of the National Energy Act, 
which fundamentally altered gas regulation and irrevocably committed the 
"federal energy establishment" to the regulation of local energy practice. 
However, before the passage of the National Energy Act, the FPC and the 
Federal Energy Administration ("FEA") already had attempted to utilize 
other indirect means of regulating the end-use and price of gas to the end- 
user. 

As a result in part of the FPC's urging in Order No. 431,32 one of the 
interstate pipeline responses to curtailment was the increased utilization 
and development of storage both for the pipeline itself and for its distributor 
customers. Both pipelines and distributors used storage to mitigate the 
impact of curtailment upon high priority users whose demands peak during 
the winter heating season. Storage permitted them to curtail low priority 
end-users during the summer months in order to increase storage injections 
and therefore the availability of additional gas during the winter months. 
In  those cases where pipelines sought to develop additional storage capacity 
for this purpose, existing end-users argued that the FPC should condition 
any authorizations so that storage service would only be available to dis- 
tributors who were not adding new customers. 

While the FPC rejected such a condition because of "implementation 
problems" and "countervailing policy  consideration^",^^ it did take other 
steps which had an immediate impact on the distributors' ability to serve 
end-users. As noted earlier, the Commission indirectly restricted distributor 
load growth by requiring fixed base periods in many pipeline curtailment 
c a ~ e s . 3 ~  It also furthered this ~ o l i c y  of indirectly restricting distributor 
load growth by (i) establishing volumetric limitations fixing the amount of 
gas that a pipeline could sell to its distribution customers on an annual or 

"The  Central lllinois Light Company curtailment plan consisnng of e igh~  curtailment steps was approved by the 
Illinois Commerce Commission (Ill.(:.(: j on December 28, 1977 Order, Central Ill~nocr 1.1ghl Company Pr~pposal lo 
Erlablrrh a Gal Curtarlment Plan, Docket No. 77-0123 (December 28, 19771 'The Ill.(:.(: prweedinga "to determine the 
criteria  hat should bc established for curtailmerlt of servrcc to existing non-~nrerruptible cuslomers during periods of 
rnsuficient supply" were originally initiated by that body on Janudry 30, 1074 Order, I l l ~ n o ~ ,  Commrrce (lommr~sron on 
Its Owrr Mollon: ln r~e~ l~ga l rue  Proceeding lo Delermrne the C~l l e r l a  /or [he Curtailmei~l ,,J Serrrrce 10 Exrstrng (;a,) Con- 
s u m e r ~  During Periods oJ Insu//lctenl Supply, Docket No. 58818 Uanuary 30, 1074). After extensive hear~ngs,  the 
1II.C.C. adopted curtailment guidelines for all Illinois gds distribution uttlities on August 21. 1977. l'hlrse guidelines 
were modified on rehearing by order dated March 4 ,  1076. T h e  guidelines conlbined both Pro ralu and end-use criteria Llr- 

curtailment and varied considerably from the Federal Power (:~rmmission's Order No 467-8 and m(~difications thereol. 
Id. (August 21, 1975. hlarch 4, 1970). O n  February 15, 1978, the Clrruit (lourt for- the e v e n t h  Judl,lal Circuit.  sang;^- 
mon (:l,unty, Illinois remanded to the Ill.(:.(: its .August 21. 1075 and March 4, 1970 orders with instructions that the 
1II.C.C. clarify its orders aa to whether- the Intent of said orders is a statement general policy concerning curt.tilment 
guidelines or  a determination that is final and binding. Genpral ,Molorr u. lllrnots Commerce Commrsiron, 1)ocket 
No.  285.76, (Ilrcuit Court for Sebenth Judicial C~rcu i t .  Sangamon County, Illinois (February 15. 1078) However, as :I 

result of the generally improved gas supply situatilm, the 111.(:.(~. on January 30, 1980 suspended all dctlvitles in 1)ocket 
No. 58818 "pending reopening of the proceeding should new gas curtailments be anticipated two yeiirs hence." Notice. 
I)c,cket No. 58818, supra Uanuary 30, 1980). 

"In Order No. 431, the FPC declarcd that "lluring the storage inject~r~n season all natural gas p~pelines 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission should make every reasonable efiprt to fill all storage fields supplied 1)). 
s u ~ h  pipelines to a capacity sufficient 11, meet the anliclpdted heating season demands." Order No. 431, rupra, 4.i E.P.(: 
570, 571 (1971). 

"Mrrh~gan Wisconsin Pzpeline Co., Opinion No. 810, mrmeo. at 18-20 Uuly 7,  1977). 
"E.g., id, at 1'). 
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other time period basis35 and (ii) limiting pipelines' attempts to increase 
their contract demand36 or peak day entitlements to  distributor^.^^ 

As further reaction to gas curtailments and its view that low priority 
industrial end-users should be discouraged from using natural gas, the FPC 
required pipelines to place a larger portion of their fixed costs in the com- 
modity or unit charges to their c u ~ t o r n e r s . ~ ~  While it recognized that it 
lacked authority over distributor rates to industrial end-users, the FPC's goal 
was to discourage distributors from selling gas to industrial users and to 
stimulate their "awareness of the extent of the gas supply shortage and en- 
courage efforts to prepare for the possibility of partial or total curtail- 
ment."39 Because distributor rates to industrials (particularly interruptible 
industrials) often were tied to the pipeline commodity charge to the distribu- 
tor, the practical result of this FPC action was the emergence of federal rate 
design. 

The  FEA's attempt to regulate the use and price of natural gas arose 
in response to the construction by distributors of synthetic natural gas 
("SNG") plants, which could transform various liquid hydrocarbons into 
pipeline quality synthetic natural gas. While the construction and operation 
of such plants by distributors were free from FPC j u r i s d i ~ t i o n , ~ ~  under the 
Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973 ("EPAA"),41 petroleum and 
liquid hydrocarbons were subject to allocation and price controls under regu- 
lations promulgated by the-then FEA.42 FEA regulations required com- 
panies desiring liquid hydrocarbons for use in SNG plants to apply to the 
FEA for authority to use feedstock for the SNG plant. The  FEA seized the 
opportunity presented by these applications to attempt to condition feed- 
stock allocations on limitations on load growth and incremental pricing of 
the SNG. Over significant protests, the courts denied the power of the FEA 
to use its conditioning power to impose policies indirectly that it could not 
dictate directly,43 but said that the FEA could consider these factors in 
determining whether it was consistent with the goals of EPAA to grant such 
applications. 

"Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co., Opinion No. 712, 52 F.P.C. 1439 (1974), and O p ~ n i o n  No. 712-A, 53 F.P.(; I87 
(1975). 

JbNorthern Natural Gas Co., Opinion No 773, mlmeo. (August 13, 1976). 
"Opinion No. 810,  supra, mimeo. at  21-26. 
'BHistorically, pipelines designed their charges to distributors on the basis of a demand component and a commodity 

component. T h e  demand component represented fixed charges and the commodity component variable charges. Under the 
FPC's longstanding policy (Atlantic Seaboard Corp., 11 F.P.C.  43 (1952); Northern Natural Gas Co., 11 F.P.C. 123 
(1952), aff'd, 206 F.2d 690 (8th Cir. 1953), cert. den., 346 U.S; 922 (1954)), 50% of the fixed costs were assigned to be 
recovered by the demand component and 50% included in the commodity component. In 1973, the F P C  re~ected this his- 
torical rate design by requiring that 75% rather than 50% of the fixed costs be recovered through the commodity com- 
ponent. United Gas Pipe Line Co., Opinion No. 671, 50 F.P.C. 1348 (1973), reh. denled, Opinion No 671-A, 31 F.P.C.  
1014 (1974), aff'd sub nom. Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. u. F.P.C., 520 F.2d 1176 (1975). But cf Columbia Gas 
Tranrmrss~on Corp. u. FERC,  No. 77-1627 (D.C. Cir. May 17, 1979). 

"Natural  Gas Pipe L ~ n e  Co., Opinion No. 782, mzmeo. at  12 (November 9,  1976), reh. denred, Opinion No. 
782-A, mimeo. (January 6,  1977). 

"ffmry u. F.P.C., 513 F.2d 395 (D.C.  Cir. 1975), held that the F P C  has no regulatory authority under the NGA 
over the production or  sale o l  SNG.  However if S N G  is commingled in the natural gas and transported and sold in inter- 
state commerce, the F P C  can assert jurisdiction over the commingled stream. 

"15 U.S.C. 8 75 etseq.  (1976). 
' T h e  procedure lor allocating SNG feedstock were found at  I 0  C.F.R.  8 211.29 (1978). 
"Consumers Power Company u. Federal Energy Adm~nistration, 413 F. Supp. 1007 (E.D. Mich. 1976), 413 F.  

Supp. 1024 (E.D. Mich. 1976). 
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Thus, by the time the National Energy Act was enacted, the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"), the successor to the FPC, the 
Department of Energy ("DOE") and its component agency, the Economic 
Regulatory Administration ("ERA"), the successor to the FEA, had de- 
veloped indirect tools that greatly heightened the federal impact upon gas 
distributor service to end-users. However, energy policy was still frag- 
mented; the FERC's and ERA'S tools were too limited to develop and impose 
a nationally consistent energy policy. Perceiving a need for such a policy, 
President Carter submitted to the Congress the package that eventually be- 
came the National Energy Act. 

11. THE NATIONAL ENERGY ACT 

T h e  National Energy Act, taken as a whole, extends federal jurisdic- 
tion to the intrastate market, thereby unifying the previously separate gas 
markets, mandates certain uniform curtailment priorities for interstate 
pipelines, establishes incremental pricing of gas by distributors at the end- 
user level, places present and future limits on the use of gas by certain end- 
users regardless of the source of their gas, and begins a potentially far- 
reaching reappraisal and restructuring of gas rates for all end-users. 

Prior to the passage of the NGPA, two completely different markets 
existed for the first sales of natural gas-the intrastate and interstate 
markets. T h e  interstate market had rigid price ceilings, while the intrastate 
market generally was unregulated. As might be expected, new sources of gas 
tended to be reserved for the intrastate market where a higher price could 
be charged.44 Furthermore, because gas once dedicated to the interstate 
market could not regain its intrastate and deregulated status,45 intrastate 
producers were loath to serve interstate purchasers except in times of 
emergency and then only with assurances that they would not be subject to 
FPC j u r i s d i ~ t i o n . ~ ~  

T h e  NGPA places a gradually rising cap on prices for new interstate 
natural gas and other categories of gas, but i t  also places a ceiling on intra- 
state gas  price^.^' New production of gas, previously uncommitted under 

+<.See note lcl 
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any contract, receives the same price regardless of the market. Thus, the 
NGPA removes the price advantage of the intrastate market, and at the same 
time stimulates production by providing for rising prices for old gas and, 
eventually, deregulated prices for most gas not committed to interstate com- 
merce on the date of the NGPA's passage. 

The  NGPA also removes the jurisdictional consequences of certain sales 
of intrastate gas to an interstate pipeline or other purchaser. It provides a 
variety of mechanisms through which intrastate pipelines can sell their ex- 
cess gas and by which purchasers of intrastate gas can obtain transportation 
for that gas.4X These transactions are largely self-executing, thereby re- 
moving the obstacle of regulatory lag. Because they also are viewed as 
isolated events, thereby limiting FEKC's jurisdictional claims, these mechan- 
isms provide the means by which components of the gas industry can move 
gas to where it is needed absent the necessity of prior FERC approval. The  
result, as was anticipated, is a new measure of flexibility, the tapping of 
the relatively over-supplied intrastate market by the interstate market and 
the loss of the distinctive status of the intrastate market. 

In addition, the NEA has impacted on five primary areas of gas ser- 
vice-curtailment and self-help policy, incremental pricing, gas availability 
to end-users (and hence distributor load management), rate design, and the 
protection of "consumer" interests. In each of these areas except curtailment 
policy, new policies and priorities have been imposed directly upon distribu- 
tors and their sales to end-users. 

T h e  cumulative impact of those changes, many of which have not yet 
been fully implemented, has injected the federal government into the regula- 
tion of the availability and price of gas to end-users to a degree never ex- 
perienced in the past. 

A.  Curtailment 

T h e  NGPA initiated a restructuring of the curtailment process which has 
yet to run its course. While federally mandated curtailment of end-users has 
not occurred yet (except in the case of direct purchasers from interstate pipe- 
lines), there are significant pressures in that direction. The  NGPA, as 
passed by the House of Representatives, would have extended federal curtail- 

'SSubtitle B of Title I11 of the NGPA established several mechanisms through which surplus gas can be transported 
quickly and efficiently. Interstate pipelines are authorized to transport gas on behalf of intrastate pipelines and local 
distributors, and intrastate pipelines are authorized to transport gas on behalf of interstate pipelines and local distribu- 
tors. NGPA 6 311(a), 15 U.S.C. § 3371(a) (Supp. 1978). Intrastate pipelines are authorized to sell their surplus gas to 
interstate pipelines and distributors without subjecting themselves to both FERC regulation (except in the rates and 
conditions of the particular transaction). NGPA 6 3Il(b),  15 U.S.C.A. 6 3371(b) (Supp. 1978). An intrastate pipeline also 
may assign its contractual rights to purchase natural gas at the lirst sale. NGPA 1 312, 15 U.S.C.A. 6 3372(b) (Supp. 
1978). While some questions still remain unresolved, the ellect of these provisions is to enable sales and transportation 
of intrastate gas in interstate commerce without creating FERC jurisdiction over the seller or the transporter. 

These transactions are governed by 18 C.F.R. Part 284. (The Code of Federal Regulations has not yet been u p  
dated to contain all the regulations promulgated pursuant to the NEA. All of the regulations cited can be found in the 
Prentice-Hall publication, Energy Controls.) The complexities of this program are beyond the scope of this paper. What 
is important is that the NGPA enables the interstate market and local distributors to tap into surplus supplies of 
interstate gas which previously were rigidly withdrawn from any contact with interstate commerce. These new sources 
of gas have begun to play an important part in the national gas supply picture. 
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ment priorities to the burner-tip, thereby requiring distributors to curtail 
their customers on an end-use basis and mandating that all high-priority 
users served indirectly receive gas before any low-priority user receives gas, 
even if that gas comes from a distributor's own supplies. This provision, how- 
ever, was dropped in conference and the NGPA curtailment priorities there- 
fore apply only to  interstate pipeline deliveries to distribut01-s.49 - 

Despite this Congressional history, in a controversial move the ERA 
requested comments on its existing authority to impose curtailments at the 
b ~ r n e r - t i ~ . ~ ~  Shortly thereafter, the FERC requested comments on a pro- 
posal that would tie a non-high priority user's curtailment to the price it 
nominated as its alternative fuel price for incremental p r i ~ i n g . ~ '  The  great 
majority of comments submitted opposed the proposals for policy and juris- 
dictional reasons, and no assertion of such jurisdiction is expected. However, ., 
the lack of burner-tip curtailment authority has been decried by the Chair- 
man of the FERC, and the issue remains alive.52 

The  mere possibility of burner-tip curtailment throws great uncertainty 
on distributor operations and end-user reliance upon gas for all but the 
highest priority users. It also raises grave questions a; to the desirability 
and ultimate effectiveness of self-help and conservation measures.53 One 
growing fear of distributors is that the federal move toward burner-tip regu- 
lation will be forwarded by the State of North Carolina54 decision and will 
result in the loss of less expensive pipeline gas by distributors who can 
offset, possible curtailments with higher-priced self-help gas. Lower priority 
end-users fear that they will be allotted this high priced gas so that residen- 
tial and other high-priority users can escape escalating gas costs.55 

In the State of North Carolina case, the United States Court of Ap- 
peals for the D.C. Circuit rejected a curtailment plan based on a fixed base 
period, and indicated that the Commission's curtailment policies were in- 
consistent and inadequately supported. The  court was particularly dis- 
tressed that curtailment plans often affected customers served by the same 

49See discussion, S. Rep. No 95-1 126, 95th Cong., 2nd Sess. 1 1 1 - 1  12 (1978) 
T h i s  request was contained in a rulemaking in which ERA requested comments on an entire range of curtailment 

issues. ERA wished to determine what, if any, changes in present curtailment priorities were required in light of Title 
I V  of the NGPA. Review oJ Natural Gas Curlailmenf Prionttes and Certatn Other Related Gas Issuer Under the Na- 
tural Gas Act and the Natural Gas Policy Act, ERA Docket No. ERA-R-79-10, 44 Fed. Reg. 16954 (1979). 

S'Notice of Inquiry, Regulations Implementing the Second Stage Incremental Pricrng Provisions oJ the Natural 
Gas Policy Act oJ 1978, FERC Docket No. RM-79-56, 44 Fed. Reg. 38857 (1978). 

T h i s  lack of authority is clearly statutory. Very few commenters doubt that a statute conferring such authority 
would be constitutionally valid. This type of regulation is common today-note the petroleum pricing regulations which 
govern the prices at which retailers of petroleum products, including those who make sales only in intrastate commerce, 
are subject to federal price and allocation controls. See also note 6. 

53The utility of self-help measures has been threatened by the essential agricultural users attribution rules. InJra, 
note 61. The  concerns about conservation measures have been answered in part; section 605(a) of PURPA provides that 
in the went the base period data used to compute allocations in time of curtailment is updated, and decrease in high- 
priority use caused by conservation measures will not be reflected in the updated base period, even if the "conserved" 
gas is reallocated to a low priority user. PURPA 4 605 (a), 15 U.S.C.A. $ 717x(a) (Supp. 1978). 

"Starc oJNorth Carolina u. FERC, 584 F.2d 1003, 1008 (D.C. Cir. 1978). 
5% the House version of the NGPA, incremental pricing reserved lower-cost pipeline gas to high-priority 

usen while other u s m  were allocated, for rate purposes, all the higher-priced gas. While this form of incremental 
pricing was not adopted, fear of it colors many end-users' and distributors' plans. The  concern, particularly for industrial 
end-users, is that the previous financing of high-cost supplemental gas will result in mandated dependence on that gas. 
The imny is that distributors who took no self-help steps at all may be rewarded by being given first claim lo the 
l a s  expensive old pipeline gas. 
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interstate pipeline quite differently, noting particularly that some distribu- 
tors were meeting all of their contract demands while others were curtailing 
all customers below the residential and small commercial user priority. 

If the impact of pipeline curtailment plans on distributors is to be the 
ultimate test, even under existing law, for their validity, then some form of 
burner-tip curtailment must be envisaged by the court. Some distributors 
have avoided the full impact of curtailments through self-help gas, customer 
attrition, and the use of storage. If, however, the availability of gas through 
these self-help measures must be weighed by the FERC in developing a cur- 
tailment plan, a facsimile of burner-tip curtailment can be achieved. For 
example, if FERC curtailment plans are based on actual total distributor 
supplies, a distributor would lose pipeline gas to the extent it has self-help 
gas, and the Commission would achieve de facto burner-tip curtailment 
power. Whether or not the North Carolina case compels that result is not 
clear. 

A curtailment plan that considers self-help supplies obviously places a 
premium on having a high proportion of high-priority users. If a rolling 
base period is used, distributors may have an incentive to discourage con- 
servation by such users, for, as high-priority use drops, less expensive pipe- 
line gas is allocated to other distributors, while a greater reliance is placed 
upon higher-cost, self-help supplies. 56 

Regardless of the ultimate resolution of this issue, two trends in federal 
curtailment policy resulting from the NGPA are already evident. First, the 
NGPA moves away from individual plans for curtailing interstate pipelines 
and toward the application of fixed priorities to end-user profiles. Second, 
it turns from an  "end-use standard" to a combination of end-use and "end- 
product" standards. 

T h e  move toward fixed-priorities is a marked departure from past prac- 
tice. While it is true that the FPC established a general policy favoring the 
adoption of a particular end-use priority scheme, the very order establishing 
that scheme emphasized that the individual plans should be designed to meet 
the particular circumstances facing each system.57 T h e  FPC accepted, and 
the courts affirmed, large variations from the Orders 467 et a l .  priorities, 
including the aggregation of different priority levels,58 and, in two cases, 
a pro rata plan.59 

The  NGPA changes this. Pipeline curtailment plans simply will not be 
handled as flexibly as in the past. The  FEKC: has issued orders requiring the 
revising of curtailment plans;60 not only do these orders require rigid ad- 

5 T o r  an example, see the ag r i ru l~u ra l  user at t r i l~uu<ln rule. ~ n j r a ,  note 01 
i'Thus, Order No.  467,  supra, was .A pcrliry and nut e l i r m  rulc. I'actjt~ (;a$ and Elecrrzr Co. iz. I;P.( . ' ,  500 

F.2d 33 ( 1 ) C  C i r  1974). The  courts dl lepled this view ancl indeed held th.11 (ur ta~lment  plans had 10 he rrhponsive to 
local ronditlons. Slalr o/Louisiana u I ; P ( : .  5 0  I '2d 844, 872 (5111 ( : i r  1074), (.bn~olirlalerl Edz.\r,n C,. 01 Neu, York, 
Inr. u.  I ; P . C . ,  51 1 F.2d 372, 381 (I).(: ( : ~ r  1074). 

'Thus,  several cur t .~ i lmen~ plans used Sewer than the ninr-steps Order No .  407 (~u t l i n rd .  E.,?., Stale o/ I,r,uisiana 
11. F .P .C . ,  srlpra, 5 0 3  F.2d a1 X J X - i O .  

"'Supra, note 20. Inland (;a> Co. ,  I ) (~rket  Kc,. UP-0-3, "Order (;r;~nting Lxtenrion .ind Modi l ica~ion 01 I n ~ e r i m  
Curtai lment Plan," rnlmeo. (I)ecernber 27. 1078). 

"The  orders have been codilied at I 8  (:.F.K. Part 281 and the ag r i ru l~u r .~ l  priority rules and currently are the sub- 
ject of l i l igat~on in  The Prore>.\ (;a> Con.%urnrrs (;nrup <,. F.E.R.(:., I)orkel No. 7'1.1449 el a l . ,  ( I )  (: C i r .  filed h lay 2, 
1979). 
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herence to the NGPA priorities, but they have been implemented so as to re- 
quire distributors to account for their self-help 'supplies in determining 
whether the needs of essential agricultural users would be met.61 T o  use 
one extreme example, the two pipelines using pro rata plan9 have been re- 
quired to rework their plans in order to implement the priorities of Title 
IV.62 This more rigid adherence to fixed priorities and the inclusion of self- 
help supplies in determining end-user needs is a sharp and unprecedented 
break with past practice-if extended to all priority uses, this principle 
could result in massive reallocations of pipeline supplies. 

I t  should be noted, however, that because the NGPA requires ad- 
herence to its curtailment priorities only to the "maximum extent prac- 
t i ~ a b l e " ~ ~  and because the F E R C  can grant adjustments to avoid extreme 
hardships,64 the FERC has permitted some variations from the literal re- 
quirements of Title IV of the NGPA.65 

As noted above, an  equally important trend is the NGPA's establish- 
ment of a new standard for determining curtailment priorities-certain prior- 
ities are based upon end-products rather than end-uses. T h e  impact upon 
certain end-users has been dramatic. With the switch from an end-use to an  
end-product priority scheme, previously low-priority users have moved up 
into higher priority categories. An example best illustrates the meaning 
of this change. Under the end-use test, gas used as boiler fuel by hospitals 
was given a priority based solely on its use in a boiler. Therefore, hos- 
pitals' gas use was treated exactly the same as  any other gas burned by 
a commercial user. Under the NGPA, the end-product (here, health services) 
determines priority, and hospital gas is ranked in the highest priority, 
whether or not it is destined to be used as boiler fuel, as feedstock or 
process gas, or for plant p r ~ t e c t i o n . ~ ~  Similarly, the importance of agri- 
cultural products is recognized, so essential agricultural uses receive the 
second highest priority even if the gas is destined to be burned in a boiler, 
a use traditionally disfavored by the Commission. 

Under Title IV of the NGPA, the highest priority includes residential 

"The source of this concern is the attribution rules, found at  I8  C .F .R .  281.209. Under these rules, if an  essen- 
tial agricultural user which is entitled ro 150 Mcf of gas per day is supplied by a distributor w h ~ c h  obtains two-thirds of 
its gas from interstate pipelines. and one third from sell-help supplies, then only two-thirds or the user's entitlement. or  
100 Mcl, receives priority 2 treatment in the pipeline curtailment plan. If curtailment does occur, the distr~butor there- 
fore would receive less gas than if it had no sell-help gah. Because the "saved" gas would be supplied to another dis- 
tributor with leas than or no relf-help gas. self-help gas becomes an expensive detr~ment during curtailment. 

"'Nalurnl Gas Pipel~ne Co of America ond Inland Gar C o ,  Ilocket Nos. TC79-128, 'l'Ci9-129, "Order 1)irect- 
ing Natural (;as Pipeline Company or America and Inland (;as Company, Inc. to File Tariff Sheets in Conformanre 
with Sect~on 401 or the Natural (;as Policy Act," mimeu. (May 2 ,  1979). reh. denied, rntmeo (August 24, 197')) 

"'NIjI'A $ 40l(a)(2) ,  I5 U S.C.A. 5 3301(a)(2) (Supp. 1'178). 
'"NGPA 9 i02(c) ,  15 U.X.C:.A. 5 3412(1) (Supp. 1978). 
"'The FERC: has ind~cated its willingness to approve curtailment plans that deviate horn the literal p r i o r ~ t ~ e r  of 

set tion 401. .I'hus, the FEKC has approved a plan which placer industrial and commer(~al requirement5 up to I99 l l c i  
per day ahead of essential agricultural requirements (Northern Nalional Gas Co., Docket Nos. KP74-102. Kk'76--72. 
mimeo. (Notember 30, 1079)), and one which places essential agricultural usc of more than 300 hIcf per day below an)  
others, essential prwess or  feedstock use (Montana-Dakota L'tzlities Co., Docket No. KP76-01, rnimeo. (November 30. 
1'179)) T h e  FERC also has granted adjustments excuslng literal compliance with the regulations. See, e.g., Arkansa~  
Lou~r tana  Gas Co., "Order or the Director Office or Pipeline and Producer Regulation Granting Adjustment," mimeo. 
(January 25, 1980). 

6Tonlrasl  the treatment or hospitals in Ctftes Service Gas Company, Opinion 805, mimeo. (June 14, 1977) and 
Opinion 805-A, mimeo. (August 2 ,  1977) (horpitals treated as large commercial users) with the settlement agreement 
filcd by Cities Sertice on February 25, 1980 (hospitals placed in Priority I )  
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requirements, small commercial requirements, requirements of schools, 
hospitals, and similar institutions, and requirements necessary to protect 
health, safety, and property.67 T h e  second highest curtailment priority is 
granted to essential agricultural users for which alternate fuels are either 
uneconomical or u n a ~ a i l a b l e . ~ ~  The  third highest curtailment priority is re- 
served for essential industrial process and feedstock users;69 all other 
uses (which include other industrial boiler fuel use and electric power gen- 
eration) are left to be ultimately ranked by DOE.70 

Curtailment also is indirectly affected by FUA.?' As discussed in sec- 
tion B below, FUA has the potential to force large users of natural gas to 
the use of other fuels, thereby decreasing the demand for available 
quantities of gas. While lessened demand suggests a correspondingly de- 
creased chance of curtailment, the difficulties of administering a curtailment 
plan also may increase, for there would be fewer lower-priority users to bear 
curtailment before it reached the higher-priority ~ s e r s . ~ T h u s ,  FUA may 
lessen the likelihood of curtailment by reducing demand but may sharpen the 
impacts that will hit if curtailment does occur. 

Future F E R C  and D O E  actions may have even greater effects upon 
existing end-users through the redesign of pipeline curtailment plans. D O E  
has the authority to set curtailment priorities, although the authority must 
be exercised consistently with Title 1V of the NGPA. O n  the other hand, the 
FERC has the authority to establish and enforce curtailment plans.73 Fur- 
ther, under section 404 of the D O E  Act, the FERC has an  effective veto 
over D O E  proposals concerning curtailment pr ior i t ie~ . '~  This  jurisdictional 
division contains the potential for enormous controversy and confusion. As 
long as the two agencies are in fundamental agreement, this structure 
will present no insurmountable  obstacle^.^^ However, any disagreements 

"NGPA 5 401 (a), (0, I5 C.S.(:.A. 5 3391(a), (1) (Supp. 1978). 
bBNGPA 5 401, 15 U.S.C.A. 3 3391 (Supp. 1978). Pursuant to section 401(c) of the NGPA, the Secretary of 

Agrlrulture certified to the Secretary of Eneru and the FERC the quantities of gas needed in order to meet the re- 

quirements of full food and fiber production. and ERA has adopted regulations establishing curtailment priorities. 10 
C.F.R. Part 580. The  FERC also has adopted a curtailment rule which implements Title IV of the NGPA. 18 C.F.R.  
Part 28 1. 

6 T h e  ERA has not yet adopted a rule which defines essential industrial process and feedstock users. NGPA 5 
402, I3  U.S.C.A. 5 3392 (Supp. 1978). 

'OUnder the D O E  Act. ERA has the authority to establish curtailment priorities. DOE Act, $ 5  301(b), 
402(a)(l)(E), 42 U.S.C.A. $ 5  7131, 7191 (Supp. 1978); D O E  Delegat~on Order No. 0204-4.42 Fed. Reg. 60726 (1977). 

"Obviously, the greatest effect of FUA will be on the industrial end-user. However, discussion of this major 
effect of FUA is reserved for a later section. 

"Curtailment is easier to administer when definite priorities exist. T h e  problems of curtailment are heightened 
tremendously when all the users share a common priority. While aggregate volumes can be reduced on a pro Tala basis, 
determining which residences will lose gas service either entirely o t  for certain hours is obviously a highly charged 
issue. 

"Under section 403(b) of the NGPA, the FERC is called upon to implement the curtailment priorities whlch D O E  
establishes. See note 70. T h e  definitional barrier between implementation and establishment of priorities is nowhere 
documented. 

"Section 404 of the D O E  Act allows the FERC, in its discretion, to consider any D O E  rule, regulation, or policy 
which D O E  prescribes as  part of the power delegated to it by section 301 of the D O E  Act. T h e  FERC then can veto the 
rule entirely or require that changes be made in the rule if D O E  proposes to make the rule final. 

'Wne example of dilTerences between the two agencies was their diverging opinions on load growth. As noted 
above (see text at  notes 34-37), the FERC has frowned upon load growth when gas was in shon supply. On  the other 
hand, the National Energy Plan 11 encouraged load growth (Chapter I V ,  p. 26) and in January, 1979, then-Secretary 
of Energy Schlesinger sent a letter to all state public utility commissions, advocating residential load growth as a re- 
sponse to oil problems. No real conflict followed, but the example suggests future difliculties which could arise. 
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could escalate into jurisdictional controversy that would leave pipelines and 
distributors floundering for guidance. 

In sum, there is a discernible movement toward federal regulation of 
distributor service in periods of curtailment. Title IV already has lessened 
FERC flexibility to respond to local conditions by mandating a more rigid set 
of priorities for gas use-areas of the country which are heavily dependent 
on gas for jobs may bear a disproportionate share of the costs of any curtail- 
ment. The  FERC and D O E  have attempted to discover the limits of their 
present authority and have sought additional authority. Under FUA, a 
direct federal role in end-user access to gas through distributor load manage- 
ment already has developed; a similar curtailment role may not be far 
behind. 

B. End- Use Regulation, Load Management and  the NEA 

End-use regulation and load management, the determination of which 
classes of gas customers to serve and under what circumstances, primarily 
have been a subject of local reg~la t ion . '~  Except for interstate pipeline direct 
sales to end-users and pipeline expansion cases,77 access to gas service was 
set by the local regulatory body. The  decision at the distribution level of 
whether to upgrade load (by adding new high-priority customers or by cur- 
tailing interruptible or low-priority users) also was determined by the local 
regulator. The  desirability or undersirability of any particular use of gas was 
subject to the sole discretion of the state regulators, even during periods of 
curtailment. 

FUA and PURPA radically alter this picture. Together, they give the 
federal government the ability to say when and whether certain end-users 
may receive gas service. At this point, a distinction must be drawn between 
curtailment policy and load management. Curtailment policy determines the 
order in which classes of gas users lose access to gas in the event available 
gas supplies are not sufficient to meet contract demand. While the logic that 
leads to the assignment of a low curtailment priority to a particular use of 
gas would indicate that such use is of low utility, curtailment policy makes 
only relative  judgment^.^^ In the face of continuing ample supplies of gas, 
curtailment priorities are of theoretical importance only and deprive no user 
of gas. 

In contradistinction, load management policies establish priorities of 
gas use and seek to enforce them even during periods of a relative abundance 
of gas. One limited form of load management, load growth policy, concerns 
itself only with the addition of new customers-new hookups might be 
allowed only for users in high-priority categories. Another limited form turns 
upon rate considerations, trying to balance different users because of  their 

~. 
' , l 'he terms 01 wrvicr I)) .I IOC;II i l i s ~ r ~ l ~ ~ ~ l o r  IIIIIICI IIIC N ( ; , \  nvri, S ~ ~ I , ~ C , I  OI)I) I,, s1.11~ IC~II\:II;OII .S,t/,r~. II<,IC 10. 
"X,e notes I I 1hrt1ugI1 I 0  sri/,m ;\nil ;I~(OIIII).III)IIIS ICXI 

'n(:urt;~ilrnen~ prit~rit~cs ;!re (11' ~hcorc~ic;iI conccr11 ~ I I C I I  %;IS st~p)~I!t.s ;1rv : I I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ .  l,otv-pr~or~t) tlscr- ~ I I I  IIOI I<I>c g;~s 
service p e r ~ ~ e n t l ,  I t  I I I I I I I I I I .  r I I I  ; I S  S C ~ L ~ V C  rt~su111c\. I I I IY- I I~~O~II )  11sc1.s ;Irr lrcr 11) 

burn 9 1 s  ;I~;I~II.  
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ability to balance seasonal loads. For example, a distributor and its regu- 
lator may seek industrial users with year-round gas demands to counter- 
balance highly seasonal rksidential users, thereby limiting the relative im- 
portance of the demand component of pipeline rates.79 Yet another 
limited form of load management, interruptible sales, permits a distributor 
to serve industrial users on a when-and-if-gas-is-available basis, thereby 
also counterbalancing the highly seasonal requirements of weather sensitive 
residential users. 

T h e  final, most drastic form of load management seeks to upgrade load 
by forcing "lower" priority users of gas to other fuels while keeping con- 
stant or increasing the number of higher priority users on the system. This 
form of load management has been extremely rare, but PURPA and FUA 
now mandate this principle.80 Furthermore, certain of the decisions on load 
upgrading are to be made by federal agencies and not the state regulatory 
bodies. 

Section 303(a) of PURPA provides an  example of the federal govern- 
ment's first direct intrusion into the area of when service may be termi- 
nated to end-users served by distributors. Pursuant to that section, the 
states are required to consider adopting federal standards governing the 
termination of gas ~e rv i ce .~ '  T h e  federal standards would prohibit termi- 
nating gas service if it would be dangerous to the health of a consumer who 
is unable to pay for the service. While the states are  free to reject the 
standards, they must report annually on their implementation of them. 
Furthermore, i f  a state regulatory body previously lacked the power to 
promulgate such rules, PURPA is explicitly designed to fill that gap.82 

Likewise, section 402 of FUA provides an excellent, albeit minor, illus- 
tration of the federal government's new power to prohibit the use of gas 
altogether for a specified use.83 Section 402 effectively prevents an end-user 
from using gas for outdoor lighting. Section 402(a) prohibits any local dis- 
tribution company or any industrial user of gas supplied by a natural gas 
pipeline from installing any outdoor lighting fixture using natural gas. 
Section 402(b) requires the Secretary of Energy to promulgate a rule pro- 
hibiting local distribution companies from supplying gas for use in existing 
outdoor lighting. The  section has varying effective dates for different users, 

'PMost interstate pipeline r a t a  are based upon a commodity charge (lor actual volumes of gas used) and a 
demand charge (for the claim to a percentage of the delivery system's physical capacity on a peak day). A distributor 
with only residential customers, in effect, would have to "rent" pipeline capacity all-year, despite its highly seasonal 
demand for gas. 1f the distributor also serves year-round customers, they can be charged some of this rent. C/. note 38. 

BDAs described infra, FUA seeks to limit gas use just by electric power plants and major fuel burning installa- 
tions. PURPA protects residential users from termination of gas service and provides incentives for industrial users to 
switch to other fuels. PURPA's rate policies also discourage industrial gas use. 

a'PURPA $ 5  303,304, 15 U.S.C.A. $ 8  3203,3204 (Supp. 1978). 
azPURPA 5  303, 15 U.S.C.A. 5  3205 (Supp. 1978). As the conferees stated in language applicable to section 303: 

"The intent here is that where a State regulatory commission or nonregulated utility finds insuficient 
authority pursuant to otherwise applicable State law, under which it may adopt a standard established 
in section 113, then these three purposes of the title provide such authority. In eflett the three purposes 
expand the discretion of the State regulatory commission or nonregulated utility to adopt the standards 
of section 113. However, the conferees also intend that three purposes do not override State law." 

H.R. Rep. No. 95-1750, 95th Cong., 2nd Sess 75 (1978). This provision, in the absence of contrary state law, therefore 
expands the power of state regulatory agencies. 

"FUA tj 402,42 I I.S.C.A. 5  8372 (Supp. 1978). 
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allows for certain exemptions and the delegation of the regulation of outdoor 
lighting to state regulatory a ~ t h o r i t i e s . ~ ~  Despite the exemptions and the 
possibility of delegation, the principle behind section 402 is stark-particular 
end-users are prohibited by the federal government from using gas for a 
particular purpose.85 

While this application is minor, the change in the source of regulatory 
authority is major. Throughout the deepest curtailments of the mid-1970's, 
federal authorities were not able to prohibit the use of gas by any class of 
user, despite the magnitude of the crisis those curtailments produced. In 
contrast, even with the increase in gas supplies since passage of the NGPA, 
the federal government has the authority to ban absolutely certain uses of 
gas. 

A departure of such magnitude from past jurisdictional divisions 
obviously was not brought about merely to ban the use of natural gas on 
residential front porches. FUA has the potential to force major movements 
from natural gas to other fuels. While FUA grants the Secretary of Energy 
considerable authority to enforce or waive its provisions, legislation now 
being finalized by the Administration would mandate the load upgrading 
which the exemptions to FUA could f ~ r e s t a l l . ~ ~  

By establishing a system of fuel preferences, FUA can prevent all use of 
gas by certain new large industrial and utility boiler-s.~' Furthermore, the 
use of gas by existing large industrial and utility boilers can be stopped 
despite the expense that conversion to other fuels may cause.88 If FUA 
is fully utilized, the large end-user will not be able to make its fuel de- 
cisions itself. Traditional economic criteria will be replaced by federal 
directive. 

FUA contains two sets of fuel preferences that are to be applied to 

8'New use of gas for outdoor lighting was banned the date the rule was issued. If gas was used for lighting by a 
residence or a municipality prior to the passage of FUA, gas can still be used through January 1 ,  1982. Industrial and 
commercial users were given 180 days in which to terminate gas use. FUA 6 402(b), 42 U.S.C.A. 6 8372(b) (Supp. 1978). 
Exemptions can be granted for memorial lights or lights of historical signilicance, for safety or health reasons, and for 
certain commercial lighting. The  regulations arc found at 10 C.F.R. Part 516. 

BSCongress has now asserted jurisdiction over matters merely afiecting interstate commerce, thereby undoing the 
jurisdictional division it thought wise at the passage of the NGA. 

86Thus, a progression exists. ESECA (Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act, Pub. L. No. 93-319, 
88 Stat. 246 (1974)) placed the burden on the government to demonstrate that a user could use an alternate fuel. Under 
FUA, DOE chooses to which existing gas user to issue a prohibition order and the user must demonstrate that an 
exemption is applicable; new facilities are prohibited from using gas unless they can demonstrate qualification for 
an exemption. The  proposed legislation lists 107 existing electric powerplants which will be required to switch to the 
use of coal. DOE discretion to postpone issuing a prohibition order is removed. All of the exemptions of FUA will be 
available, but that initial step of prohibition will be mandated. "Sperilications for Legislation to Reduce Use of Oil and 
Gas in the Electric Utility Sector," The  White House (March 6, 1980). 

'Title 11 of FUA prohibits future MFBl's (see note 91, inha )  or electric powerplants from using natural gas or 
petroleum. FUA $4 201-202, 42 U.S.C.A. $9 8311-8312 (Supp. 1978). If the user carries a burden of proof, it may be 
granted a temporary or a permanent exemption from the prohibition. Temporary or permanent exemptions may be 
granted due to the lack of an alternate fuel supply, site limitations or environmental considerations. FUA $5 311-314, 
42 U.S.C.A. $9 8321-8324 (Supp. 1978). A temporary exemption also may be granted if the future use of synthetic fuel 
or  coal can be proven or if the public interest so requires. InJTo note 98. Permanent exemptions can be granted for the 
w e  of fuel mixtures containing oil or  natural gas, for emergency or peakload powerplants, for product or process 
requirements and several other criteria. These exemptions are fleshed out by detailed statutory provisions and regula- 
tions, the full description of which is beyond the scope of this article. The  regulations are found in Parts 504 and 506 
of the qu la t ions .  10 C.F.R. Parts 504, 505. 

'T i t le  I11 of FUA allows DOE to require an existing facility to switch to an alternative fuel. 42 U.S.C.A. $ 6  8341- 
8354 (Supp. 1978). 
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power plants and large industrial boiler and other industrial combustion 
uses of gas. First, FUA's prohibitions will foster the use of alternative fuels 
over both oil and gasa9 Second, if a choice is between oil and gas, FUA 
discourages the use of gas; a switch from oil to gas is banned for electric 
power plants.90 

FUA applies those fuel preferences with respect to several classes of 
fuel users. New electric power plants and new large industrial boiler users 
are prohibited from using oil or gas as their primary energy source absent 
the grant of a formal exemption by DOE.91 The Secretary of Energy is also 
allowed to identify, generically or individually, large industrial non-boiler 
installations which are to be prohibited from using either oil or gas as their 
primary energy source.92 Existing power plants are prohibited from using 
any gas after January 1, 1990, and can use gas until then only if they 
burned gas during 1977. If gas was used in 1977, the level of gas use cannot 
exceed the average used in 1974-1976. Furthermore, if certain conditions 
are met, the use of either oil or gas can be prohibited before 1990 in existing 
electric power plants and major fuel burning installations, both boiler and 
n ~ n - b o i l e r . ~ ~  The  prohibition is achieved through the issuance of prohibi- 
tion orders by DOE.  

An existing facility can be required to switch to an alternative fuel if it 
has or once had the technical ability to use an alternative fuel, if it can use 
an alternative fuel without substantial physical modification or reduction in 
capacity, and if such use is economically feasible. The  scope that DOE has 
given these criteria in its regulations is subject to change; if DOE wishes 
to foster more fuel-switching, it can, through a rulemaking, vastly expand 
the number of end-users it can prohibit from using gas.94 

As one example, an electric power plant or major fuel burning installa- 
tion may be prohibited from using oil or gas if the use of an alternate fuel 

B9As a general rule, new powerplants and large industrial installations (see note [)I) are automatically prohibited 
from using o i l  or gas, F U A  $9 201, 202, 42 U.S.C.A. § $  8311, 11312 (Supp. 1078), while existing powerplants and MFHI ' s  
can be prohibited from using o i l  or gas F U A  $ 8  301-303, 42 U.S.(:.A. $8  8341-8343 (Supp. 1978). I ) O E  is given discre- 
t ion to define "alternative luels." Whi le coal undoubtedly w i l l  be the major alternative luel. 1)OE can foster the use 
of  alternative technologes w ~ t h  its definitions. lor instance, Increasing the use of fuel mixtures. 

'OAn existing powerplant is forbidden to use natural gas alter January 1, 1000 and to increase its gas usage 
above the average level i n  1975-76. F U A  5  301(a), 42 US.(;.,\, $ 8341(a) (Supp  1978) 'l'herrlore, the use 01 gas 10 

displace o i l  is generally not allowed. Bul see note 08. 'l'he use o l  gar is hanned as of  January 1, 1')90; however, I)OE 
may issue a prohibit lan order agalnst the use al oi l  and gas prior trr that date. 'l'he statute contains no aulornalic 

cut-ol ldate lor oi l  use by existing powerplants 
"A  major fuel burning installation ( M F H I )  is a stationary unlt consisting o l  a boiler, gas turbine unlt, com- 

bined c)cle uni t  and internal combustion engine which has a design capability n l  I 0 0  mi l l ion B t u  per hour or greater, 
or  two or  more units on the same site which have a design capability 01 250 mi l l ion H tu  per hour i n  the aggregate. F U A  
5  103(a)(10), 42 U S.C.A. $ 8302(a)(10) (Supp. 1978). New electric powerplants and M F H I ' s  are those for which con- 
struction or  acquisition began alter November 8, 1978 and those lrrr which construction or  acquisition began between 
Apr i l  20, 1977 and November 8, 1978, w h ~ c h  cannot be cancelled, resc hedulcd, or mndilied without imposing substantial 
financial penalty and lor p~werplants,  adversely affecting e le~tr ic  system relia1,ility. and lor .MFBl's, incurring significant 
operational detriment. FU.4 $ 103; 42 US.(: . 4  $ 8302 (Supp. 1078). 'These delinitinns are employed i n  the reguldclons at 
10 C.F.R. Parts 503, 505. 

9zFUA $ 401. 42 U.S.C:.A $ 837 1 (Supp. 1078) 
"FUA $ 5  301-303; 42 U.S.(:.A. 5 %  8341-8343 (Supp. 1078). 
P4These criterla are l ~ u n d  at F U A  §$3Ol(b) .  302(a); 42 U.S.(:.A. $ $  8341(t1), 8342(a) (Supp. 1978). Each o l  the 

criteria has been amplified i n  the regulations For example, a reduction i n  the rated mpacity 01 a unit must exceed 10% to 
be deemed substantial. 10 C .F .K .  $ 9  504.5(f). 50h.?(f). Obvi~,usly, i l  1 ) O t  wished to further decrease the amount o l  oi l  
and gas use. 11 could Increase that l igure 
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is not economically prohibitive. However, the definition of "economically 
prohibitive" is left to D O E  to promulgate; D O E  has defined the use of 
alternate fuel to be economically prohibitive only if its use would be 1.3 
times more expensive than the use of imported oil products.95 The 1.3 
index actually can understate the impact of the formula. Assume that a gas- 
user purchases gas at a Btu-equivalent price of 70% of iqpbrted oil. Alterna- 
tive fuel use is not prohibitive if its cost is less than 1.3 times as  expensive 
as  the cost of imported oil. Therefore, the hypothetical user's costs could in- 
crease from 70% to 129% of the cost of imported oil (that is, almost doubling), 
but the D O E  regulations would not consider that to be unduly burdensome. 
This is just one example; each of the other criteria and the permanent and 
temporary exemptions can be manipulated so as to increase or decrease the 
use of alternate fuels which FUA promotes.96 

FUA contains a list of temporary and permanent exemptions from 
mandatory fuel-switching for existing covered f a c i l i t i e ~ . ~ ~  However, as with 
the initial criteria described above, D O E  has the authority to apply the 
exemptions broadly or narrowly. One indication of the potential flexibility 
contained in FUA is found in DOE'S treatment of temporary public interest 
 exemption^.^^ As the situation worsened in Iran and oil prices rose every- 
where, studies of the impact of FUA indicated that it would reduce present 
gas use only by increasing the use of imported oil. Responding to this, 
D O E  and the FERC promulgated and adopted a set of rules which allow 
industrial users of imported oil to use non-dedicated gas to displace that 
oil. This reversal in policy was occasioned by the perception of a "gas bub- 
ble," although the FERC faith in its existence was never as great as that of 
DOE.  This use of FUA to promote the use of gas indicates just how flexible 
a tool FUA, with all its exemptions, can be. 

Thorough regulations governing all these areas have been adopted 
by the ERA.99 Although they are complicated to the nth-degree, they are 
the Bible for future gas and oil use. An end-user must understand the regu- 
lations, for their prescriptions now take the place of the economic analysis 
most end-users previously followed in determining their primary fuel. 

Therefore, the end-user is faced with a government determination of 
which fuels it can use. Furthermore, the government can change the rules 

v510 C . F . R .  $ 5  504.12, 506.2(g). 
qbE.g., 10 C.F .R .  54 506.2(e), (0. 
T h e  temporary exemptions include l a ~ k  of alternate fuel supply, slte limitation, environmental cons~derations, 

future use of synthetic fuels, public interest, and the future use of coal. Permanent exemptions include lack of alternate 
fuel supply, site limitations, environmental considerations, certain state and local requirements. cogeneration, certain 
fuel mixtures, emergency purposes, powerplants necessary to maintain reliability of service, peakload powerplants. 
certain intermediate load requirements, product ur process requirements, certain LNG and Canadian-gas use, and In- 
stallations necessary to meet scheduled equipment outages. 

vBSection 31 1(e) of FUA (42 U.S.C.A.  4 835l(e)  (Supp. 1978)) authorizes D O E  to exempt temporarily an  electric 
powerplant from the provisions of the Act, including the ban on increased gas use, if the exemption is demonstrated to 
be in the public interest. D O E  used this section as  the basis for a general rule which allowed increased gas use by 
powerplants if the gas went to dlsplace fuel oil. 10 C.F.K. Part 508. T h e  FERC somewhat reluctantly agreed to allow 
gas certified to displace fuel oil to be transported by interstate pipelines under some circumstances without prior FEKC 
approval. 18 C.F .R .  Part 284, Subpart F.  O n  February 27, 1980, ERA also granted temporary public interest exemp- 
tions to FUA restrictions to 128 powerplants in 11 states, thereby enabling them to burn gas in the place of oil and 
despite FUA restrictions. 

* T h e  regulations are  found at  10 C F.R.  Parts 500-508, j l j - j l 6 ,  580, 595. 
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as it goes. An end-user which comfortably qualifies for an  exemption from 
fuel-switching today may find itself the target of a prohibition order 
tomorrow.t00 End-users find themselves at the mercy of the vagaries of na- 
tional energy priorities. 

Both PURPA and FUA contain some sweeteners to make the transition 
from gas easier for the end-user by helping to pare some of the conversion 
costs. Under section 606 of PURPA, a user of intrastate or self-help gas 
contracted for prior to September 1, 1977, may sell its right to that gas if it 
voluntarily switches to the use of Nos. 4, 5 or 6 fuel oil or is prohibited 
from using gas after the President declares .a natural gas supply emergency. 
T h e  consideration received for the sale of those rights is limited to the excess 
cost over contract price of the gas incurred by the use of heavy petroleum 
fuel oil (not including capital costs) for the remainder of the contract life 
plus an  allowance for the amortization of the undepreciated value of depreci- 
able assets which are directly associated with the use of natural gas and can- 
not be used with heavy fuel oil. The  rights can be sold only to an  interstate 
pipeline, or a distributor, or a high-priority user served by an interstate 
pipeline. If the person to whom the rights are transferred will in turn resell 
the gas, the transfer must be certificated. While FERC approval of the trans- 
fer must be obtained as well as certificates for resale or transportation in 
interstate commerce, the sale or transportation of gas transferred under this 
section will not otherwise make a transporting intrastate pipeline or an 
end-user subject to Commission jurisdiction as a natural gas company or 
render it a common carrier.I0' 

Section 731 of FUA contains a nearly identical provision with respect 
to gas contract rights owned by new or existing power plants or MFBI's 
which receive a prohibition order. No end-user can make a profit under 
either of these sections, but it can offset some of the operating losses that 
would otherwise occur.102 

Both Sections 606 of PURPA and Section 731 of FUA leave un- 
answered a wide range of questions involving distributors and the tradi- 
tional scope of state regulation. Assuming that an  end-user transfers his 
contractual right to another higher priority end-user located in another 
state, the results could jeopardize the exempt status under the Natural 
Gas Act of the distributor serving the transferring end-user. Moreover, such 
an  assignment may violate a distributor's service agreement with the end- 
user and result in an  allocation contrary to state curtailment and allocation 
regulations. 

A wide-range of end-users are  potentially subject to FUA. Section 402 
of FUA, prohibiting the use of natural gas for decorative outdoor lighting, 
reveals the trivialities FUA reaches. Titles I1 and I1 of FUA deal with 
major gas users, those whose design capability equals or exceeds 100 mil- 

ImNothing in FUA prohibits DOE from amending the regulations so as to make it more dillicult for any power- 
plant or MFBl to justify an exemption from an prohibition order. 

'O'PURPA tj 606, 15 U.S.C.A.  tj 717y (Supp. 1978). 
'OPUA tj 731, 42 U.S.C.A.  5 8441 (Supp. 1978). The  provisions of PURPA tj 606 and FUA tj 731 are carefully 

designed to limit the consideration the transferor receives to the additional costs incurred by use of an alternative fuel. 
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lion Btus (approximately 100 Mcf of pipeline quality gas) per hour. Sec- 
tion 401 significantly lowers this threshold test figure. Under section 401, 
DOE may, by generic or individual prohibition order, forbid the use of gas 
in boilers used to produce steam for space heating which have a design ca- 
pacity as low as  300 Mcf per day.103 All new boilers can be brought within 
the scope of any such rule while a great number of existing boilers also can 
be brought within the rule under criteria similar to those that apply to 
existing MFBI's. A boiler with a design capacity of 300 Mcf a day is not a 
particularly large boiler; by applying the criteria stringently, DOE could 
prohibit a quite significant proportion of total national gas use-a recent 
EIA determination estimated that industrial boilers with a capacity more 
than 300 Mcf a day use more than 95% of all the interstate gas used for 
industrial boiler fuel.lo4 That  would drive the boilers to the use of 
petroleum. In today's petroleum market, such a move seems unlikely-but 
the power is there, and could be hastily disinterred if natural gas shortages 
seem imminent. In any case, the combined effect of low curtailment priorities, 
high prices under incremental pricing, and the potential for prohibition or- 
ders must make natural gas seem an  unreliable fuel to many end-users, even 
when compared to oil. 

C. Incremental Pricing 

Title I1 of the NGPAIoS created the most direct and immediate inter- 
vention of federal regulatory authority into an  area previously reserved to the 
states.lo6 In establishing mandatory incremental pricing, Congress effec- 
tively decreed that certain classes of gas users would be faced with a price 
floor on all of their natural gas  purchase^.'^' T h e  effect on the distributor 
of rate structures applied to end-users has been profound and perhaps 
irreversible. 

Incremental pricing is a theoretically simple idea whose implementa- 
tioil can be difficult and problematic. In its simplest form, incremental 
pricing requires charging the users of an  additional unit of gas the higher 
cost of producing that unit of gas. This contrasts with rolled-in pricing, which 
charges the user of that additional unit of gas the average price of all gas. 
In an era of rising gas prices and the previous commitment of most low 

""l'he rules govcrnlng this prohibitlo11 .\rr . i i l l l~ l ;~r  10 tllttsc IIY(YI ill I'itlr 1 1  ,111d 111 01' IIIV I : l l i \ .  
""Energ) l n f o r n ~ a t i o l ~  A r l n ~ ~ ~ l i s t r ; ~ t i o l ~ .  1' S I ) rp ;~ r t l~ l rn t  01' 1.11rr~y. H t . / )~ r f  frj I)(.lt.).mirtc, 5 I1(.r(.enI k.'xemplion lo  

Incremental Prrclng (February 7b. IOXII). 
""N(;PA $tj  201-208. I 5  CIS.(:.,\ $ 3  3341-334X (SII~II. 1078) 
"*,Scrtion 205(;1) 01 thc N(;PA ( I >  C1.S.(:.!\, $ 334i(;t) (Sup11 1')7H)) pr,~vidcs III;II " l ;~ lny  sllrl.h;~rgc under this 

rille, pi l id by .lny 111c;11 distrlllution colnpan). wi th rcspct.t III 11.1turi1l ~ i l s  1+l1ich is in(l irrrt ly (Irlivcr<.d 11y i lny Intcrslitlc 
pipeline tu i ~ ~ c r c r n c ~ ~ t i ~ l l y  priccd i11rl11strii11 l ' i ~~ i l i t i cs  w l ~ i c l ~  .III, SITVCYI 1,) s11ch Iw.11 (1istriI111ti1111 conipl11y. shill1 k 
directly passed through 10 such i n d ~ ~ s t r i i ~ l  k1ri1111cx.~~ '1'11~ ,]oi111 F.X~I~.III;II~~~ SI;IICIIICIII 01' IIIC (:on~mittcr can (:onler- 
enrc ae(ompanying thc N(;PA \t;itrs ~II;II the pr<~vis~o:~s < > I '  'l'i~lr II "p rn .~~ lp t  ;IIIII S I I ~ V ~ I C ~ C  ,1ny p r o v i s ~ o ~ ~  01 Slatc or  
local law to thc cxtcllt that such ;I provislul~ \ \ .oul~ l  I l r r t l u ~ l t  thr ~;ISSI~II.~IIS\I 01' i111y s ~ l r ~ . l ~ i ~ r g r  IIIICIC~ this ' l ' i l lc or prcvcnt 
the a p p l i r a t i ~ ~ n  of the rcqulrrmenls ol ' thir scct~nn." 5. K rp .  No. ' ) i-1 I?(,. '13th ( : , m y .  2nd Srss. 100 (1078). 

I"-'l'itlc 11 nf thr N(;I'A rcquircs thr  I:F,K(', I,! i11111Icn1cnt III~~(,IIICIII~II [ ~ r ~ c i l ~ g  ill two ~II;ISCS. .I'IIc first ph i~s r  must 
apply 10 non-eucmpt indusrr-i;~l I~o i l c r  l u r l  klcililir.; 4cctic,11 200 (11 1l1r N(;I',Z (15 11.5 (:.A $ 33-10 (Supp. 1078)) cxcmpls 

agricultur,~l i t l ld r c r t i ~ i n  i l ~dus t r i i ~ l  I loi lrr ~'II~I l i lci l i l i rs II~IIII 111r sc111)~ 111 tllis rcqu1z-co1c111. . S ~ C  1 ~ x 1  ;!I IICIICJ 1 15-1 10. 
infra. (.he sccond ph;lsc th r  i t~c r rn l rn t .~ l  II~I(.~IIL: pr(nSr.llli r c ( ~ ~ ~ i r r d  1)) tllr N(;I1,Z ~)rrrnits 111c (:IIIIIIII~SS~~)~ ((I CX~IIIICI 
thc proxram l)cyc,n(l i ~ ~ d u s t r i , ~ l  l w ~ ~ l r r  l'ucl l ' ; ~ t ~ i l i ~ i c ~ .  N(;IJA 6 707, I 5  11 S.(:.,\ $ 3342 (SLIIIII. 1978) 
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priced gas to interstate systems, incremental pricing means that the user sub- 
ject to incremental pricing must pay a significant premium for gas. 

Prior to the early 1970's the FPC had a well established policy of roll- 
ing in the price of new increments of gas ~ u p p l y . ' ~ T h e  advantages of 
rolled in pricing were summarized by the D.C. Circuit in Battle Creek Gas 
Co. v. FPC. '09 

"This method has many apparent advantages and the <;ommission has re- 
peatedly stated a general preference for i t  wherever it may equitably be used. I t  
avoids the onerous administrative burden 01' having to assign a tlirferent portion of 
the cost to each of a large number ol' customers. It results, il' all other factors 
be equal, in all customers paying the same price li)r gas taken from the pipeline 
at the same point, and recognizes that all customers enjoy the benefits o f  having 
the whole gas gathering and pipeline system 

"Use of the rolled-in method thus serves the interest of equal treatment for 
customers receiving equal service." 

In the early 1970's the FPC began to examine the question of whether 
incremental pricing should be required for new, more expensive supplies such 
as imported liquefied natural gas. Although it initially decided that such 
incremental pricing should be imposed both at the pipeline and distributor 
level,110 on rehearing the Commission eliminated the condition requiring 
distributors purchasing LNG to sell the LNG at the burner-tip under sepa- 
rate incremental rate schedules because of a finding that such a condition 
was "not sound regulatory policy."111 Subsequently in 1977, as a result of 
a remand of its original de~ i s ion , "~  the Commission rejected the concept of 
incremental pricing at the pipeline level because of concerns with increasing 
shortfalls in gas supply a~ai lab i l i ty . "~  This experience led FPC Judge 
Southworth to summarize the FPC experience with incremental pricing as 
follows: 

"The incremental pricing signal to the burner-tip users is a theoretical exercise 
of no demonstrated practical value.  . . and would certainly be an  administrative 
nightmare. Except for one or two aberrations which it eventually corrected, the 

lMSee Tmnkline Gas Supply Co. .  8 F.P.C. 250 (1949); Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co., 10 F.P.C. 185 (1951); 
American Louisiana Pipeline Co. ,  13 F.P.C. 380 (1954); Tmckllne Gas Co. ,  21 F.P.C. 704 (1959); El Paso Natural Gas 
Co. ,  22 F.P.C. 260 (1959); Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co. ,  25 F.P.C. 448 (1961); and Neueces Indusfrial Gas Co. ,  
45 F.P.C. 1224 (1971). 

'09281 F 2 d  42, 46 (D.C. Cir. 1960). 
"°Columbia LNG Corp., Opinion No. 622, 47 F.P.C. 1624, 1639-1641 (1972), where the Commission conditioned 

the issuance 01 certificates by requiring the pipeline applicants to sell LNG on an incrementally priced basis and by pro- 
hibiting any distributor customer of the pipeline from purchasing LNG supplies unless it first agreed to sell the LNG to 
its end-user customers under a separate incrementally priced rate schedule. 

"'Columbia LNG Corp., Opinion No. 622-A, 48 F.P.C. 723 (1972). 
"[Wle are convinced that it is not sound regulatory policy to require the distributors to develop sepa- 
rate LNG incremental pricing schedules. We are impressed with the argument that such schedules 
would be administratively impracticable to implement at this time and, moreover, that the appropriate 
state or local regulatory commissions should analyze the particular needs of their consumers and 
distributors and determine appropriate rate designs on the basis of theirlevaluation." Id. at 729-730. 

"~Columbia LNG Corp. u. F.P.C., 491 F.2d 651 (5th Cir. 1974) (remanding the Commission's Opinion No. 622-A 
for further consideration of the incremental pricing issue at the pipeline and wholesale level). 

"'Columbia LNG Corp., Opinion No. 786, mimeo. 12-18 (January 21, 1977). See also Tmnkline LNG Co., 
Opinion No. 796-A, mimeo. (June 30, 1977); Tenneco Atlantic Pipeline Co., Initial Decision, mimeo. (November 2, 
1977); cf. Pac Indonesia LNG Co., DOE/ERA Opinion No. I ,  mimeo. (December 30, 1977). 
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Commission has never departed from its basic, practical premise that the costs of all 
base-load supplies of gas must be rolled in.""4 

Despite this FPC experience, Title I1 of the NGPA requires the FERC 
to establish a variant form of incremental pricing, under which certain 
classes of end-users are required to bear a disproportionate share of ac- 
quisition costs of higher priced gas supplies. 

Sections 201 and 205 of the NGPA require the FERC to adopt a rule 
passing through specified costs to non-exempt industrial boiler fuel facilities, 
served either directly or indirectly by an interstate pipeline.Il5 Except for 
the generation of electricity by electric utilities, and use by schools, hospitals 
and similar institutions, agricultural uses and qualifying cogenerators, the 
only boiler fuel facilities exempt from section 201 incremental pricing are 
those deemed to use less than 300 Mcf of gas per day.Il6 By May, 1980, the 
FERC is required to submit to Congress a second rule which may, but need 
not, extend incremental pricing far beyond existing non-exempt industrial 
boiler fuel facilities.Il7 While agricultural users initially are exempt from 
incremental pricing, by May, 1980, the FERC must promulgate a rule which 
exempts only those agricultural uses for which an alternative fuel or feed- 
stock is neither economically practicable nor reasonably a ~ a i l a b 1 e . I ~ ~  The  

"'El Paso Eastern Co., Initial Decision, (October 25, 1077) 
September 28, 1979, the FERC ~ssued Order Nos. 49, 50 and 51 which implement Phase I of the NCPA 

mandated incremental pricing program. Order No. 49 (Regulations Implemenf~ng the Incremental P r ~ c ~ n g  Provisions 
of the Natural Gas Policy Acl of 1978, Docket No. Rh179-14, mtmeo. (September 28, 1979)) established the FERC's 
regulations requiring interstate pipelines and local distribution companies to pass through certain portions of their 
natural gas acquisition costs to non-exempt large volume industrial boiler fuel users. In addition, Order No. 49 estab- 
lished a procedure for obtaining exemptions under 206 of the NCPA and the basic mechanism for implementing inue-  
mental pricing charges at the pipeline level. Order No. 50 (Regulations Implemenling Allernalive Fuel Price Ceilings 
on Incremenlal R ic ing  Under the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978, Docket No. RM79-21, mimeo. (September 28, 1979)) 
established a three-tier system for determining the alternative fuel price ceiling for non-exempt industrial boiler fuel 
users subject to incremental pricing. See text accompanying nore 124, infra. Order No. 51 was transmitted to Congress 
for its review pursuant to subsection 206(d) of the NCPA (15 U.S.C.A. 3346 (Supp. 1978)) and became effective on 
December 1, 1979. It held the three-tier price ceiling provisions of Rule 50 in abeyance until November 1 ,  1980 by 
establishing a single price ceiling of No. 6 high sulphur fuel oil. In addition, Order No. 51 defined incremental pricing 
regions to account for varying prices of No. 6 oil throughout the country and set forth the procedure of which non- 
exempt users file alternate fuel affidavits. T h e  Orders are codified at  18 C.F.R. Part 282. 

"6NCPA 5 206, 15 U.S.C.A. g 3346 (Supp. 1978). 
"WGPA 5 202, 15 U.S.C.A. 3342 (Supp. 1978). Pursuant to a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking issued Novem- 

ber 15, 1979 in Docket No. RM80-10, the FERC has proposed "a Phase 11 rule that would broaden the scope of 
incremental pricing to include all industrial users other than those specifically exempted by Title 11." In addition, the 
Commission has proposed the retention of the three-tier alternative fuel ceiling approach and the mechanism for calcu- 
lating and billing incremental pricing surcharges developed under the Phase 1 program. Notice of Proposed Rule- 
making, Rule Requlred Under § 202 of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978, Docket No. RM80-10, 44 Fed. Reg. 67170 
(1979). 

In a news release dated March 20, 1980, the FERC announced that it had requested its Staff to prepare a draft 
order embodying a Phase I1 rule. The  draft order would continue to use the price of high-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil as  the sole 
alternative fuel ceiling price (infra, note 123), would extend incremental ~ r i c i n g  to all industrial users except those ex- 
pressly exempted by the NGPA from incremental pricing, but would exempt from incremental pricing the first 300 Mcf 
of gas per day used by an industrial user covered by the Phase I1 rule. News Release, "FERC Considers Phase 11 In- 
cremental Pricing" (March 20, 1980). 

IlaNGPA 5 206(b)(2), 15  U.S.C.A. §3346(b)(2) (Supp. 1978). O n  March 6, 1980 the F E R C  issued a Notice of 
Proposcd Rulemaking to conform with this statutory provision in two dockets. In Docket No. RM80-28 (Notice Of Pro- 
p o d  Rulemaking, Permanent Rule Defining Apcu l lu ra l  Uses Exempl from Incremental Pricing Under the Natural 
Gas Policy ACI of 1978, 45 Fed. Reg. 15562 (1980)), the F E R C  proposed a rule which "would exempt an agricultural use 
from being incrementally priced only if the Commission should determine there is no economically practicable or reason- 
ably available alternate fuel for the agricultural use." In Docket No. RM80-29 (Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Rule 
finnpting Agricultural Uses from Incrernenlnl Pricing Surcharges, 45 Fed. Reg. 15563 (1980)), the FERC proposed a 
sccond rule which "would exempt all agricultural uses from application of the alternative fuel test until M a y  1, 1981." 
The combined dm of these two p r o p o d  rules would be to exempt all agricultural users from incremental pricing until 
May  1, 1981. 
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use of gas by residential and commercial users, by hospitals and schools, by 
qualifying cogenerators,l19 and fqr the generation of electricity by an elec- 
tric utility are exempt from any incremental pricing. In addition, the FERC 
may exempt industrial facilities or classes of facilities from incremental pric- 
ing, subject t o  Congressional disapproval, or it may issue an adjustment to 
protect a user from any special hardships imposed by incremental pricing.lZ0 

Interstate pipelines are required to isolate specified costs for pass- 
through to the incrementally-priced users,Iz1 subject to a ceiling of the 
"alternate fuel price."lZ2 The alternate fuel price is based upon the price of 
one of three types of fuel oil in the area in which the user is located; how- 
ever, in an attempt to minimize the problems of load loss, the Commission 
has adopted the lower price of No. 6 fuel oil as the alternative fuel price 
through October 1,  1980.123 After that date, an incrementally-priced user's 
alternative fuel price ceiling will be the area price of No. 2 fuel oil, unless 
the user certifies that it has the capacity to use either No. 5, high sulfur 
No. 6, or low sulfur No. 6 fuel oil. If a user certifies that he can use No. 5 
or low sulfur No. 6 fuel oil, his alternative price ceiling will be that of No. 6 
low If he certifies that he can use No. 6 high sulfur fuel oil, then 
his alternative fuel price ceiling will be the price of No. 6, high sulfur fuel 
0i1.125 

Under a complicated accounting procedure, which itself was a source of 
great controversy when under consideration by the FERC, interstate pipe- 
lines are required to allocate their incremental accounts to their distribu- 
tor and end-use customers.~26 The distributor, in turn, is required to pass 

' lpNGPA 5  206, 15 U.S.C.A. 5  3346 (Supp. 1978); 18 C.F.R.  Part 282, Subpart tl, $5 282.201-282.203. Wi th  the 
exception' o l  qualifying cogeneration facilities, the regulations establishing these exemptions were issued i n  Order No .  49, 
supra. The  f inal rule wi th regard to cogeneration facilities IS set forth i n  F E R C  Order No .  69. Small Power Producl~on 
a n d  Congeneration Facilities: Regulalrons Implemenla l~np 5  270 o/ the Public L'ltlily Regulatory Policrer Act o/ 7978, 
Rales a n d  Exemplions, Order No .  69, 45 Fed. Reg. 12214 (1980). See also, In ter im Rule /or Qualijrcat~on 01 Gas-Fired 
Cogeneration Facililres /or Purposes o/ lhe Incremental Pr ic ing Program, Docket No.  RM79-54, 44 Fed. Reg. 65744 
(1979), and F tna l  Rule Eslablishing Requlremenls and  Procedures /or a Delermtnalion o j  Qualljylng Slalus /or Small 
Power Product~on and  Cogeneration Faczittrer, Order No.  70, mtmeo. (March 13, 1980). 

'mNGP.4 @ @  206(d), 402(c), 15 U.S.C.A. 5 %  3346, 3392 (Supp. 1978). The  Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in  
Docket No.  RM80-29 provides a ready example of the Commission's authority to propose rules lor furlher exemptions 
pursuant to @ 206(d). See note 118, supra. 

' ? 'NGPA @ 203, 15 U.S.C.A. 5  3343 (Supp. 1978). Pursuant to the provisions of this section o l  the N G P A ,  pipe- 
lines are required to isolate their costs i n  excess of a monthly cornpuled incremental pricing threshold for new natural 
gas, natural gas sold under intrastate rollover contracts, new onshore production well gas, certain L N G  imports, 
natural gas imports, stripper well natural gas, high cost natural gas and certain othrr  gas for pass through to incre- 
mentally priced users. Certain pipeline imports may also be ~ncrementally priced, but subject to a dillcrent "thresh- 
hold." 

'2218 C.F.R. $ 8  282.501-282.506. 
12J18 C.F.R. 5  282.402. This section was added as a result of PER(: Order N o  51. See, ~ u p r a  note 115. 
12418 C.F.R. 5  282.403(a)(I); supra, notes 122, 123. 
'2518 C.F.R. 5  282.403(a)(2); supra, notes 122, 123. 

lz618 C.F.R. $ 5  282.501-282.506 These regulations were lssued as a result 111 Order N o .  4'1, supra. The  basic 
mechanism adopted for implementing incremental pricing at the pipeline level utilizes the pipeline's existing purchased 
gas adjustment ("PGA") clause and is called the "reduced P G A  approach." Thls mechanism permits pipelines to esti- 
mate i n  advance their total gas acquisition costs and the portion o l  those costs which would ultimately be absorbed 
by non-exempt industrial users through incremental pricing surcharges. The  estimated surcharge recovery is subtracted 
from the estimated total gas acquisit~on costs to derive a reduced gas acquisition cost estimate lor rerovery through the 
pipeline's P G A  clause. Monthly  reconciliations are then made on the basis 01 the actual surcharge absorption capability 
calculated for each non-exempt industrial facility and local distribution company on the interstate pipeline system 
and the total incremental gas acquisition corts incurred hy the pipeline during  hat month. Any resulting unrecovcred 
incremental acquisition cost may be recovered i n  the pipellne's lol lowing P(;A peric~d since the unrecovered balance is 
credited to the pipeline's Account 191, unrecovered purchase gas c~lsts 
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these costs through to its non-exempt  customer^.^?^ T h e  distributor is re- 
quired to pass through the costs up to the user's alternative fuel price ceiling 
irrespective of any alternative rate design it and its reguliltor may have 
adopted. In other words, the FERC directly dictates the minimum price 
distributors can charge certain classes of customers. State authority to pur- 
sue other goals is totally removed. 

Incremental pricing has been con t r~ve r s i a l . ' ~~  As its proponents saw 
it, incremental pricing was to serve two purposes: easing the transition to a 
deregulated gas market and protecting high-priority users as much as 
possible from the price increases brought about by Title I of the NGPA.12? 
T h e  first goal was to be achieved as industrial users, unwilling to pay sub- 
stantially higher prices for gas, placed pressure on the pipelines to keep 
gas prices low: without this pressure, it was feared that pipelines would bid 
gas prices up without restraint, for they could simply pass through their 
increased acquisition costs. Because industrials could switch in the long run 
to other fuels, the argument went, they would be more sensitive to price 
increases than would be residential users, -who lack alternatives. T h e  second 
goal was to be achieved because the higher costs of new gas would be 
placed upon the industrials, rather than rolled-in to the prices paid by the 
residential users. 

An intrinsic conflict exists between the two goals. If the first goal is 
achieved and industrials do switch to alternative fuels, residential users are 
forced to bear all of the increased costs of gas. In addition, because a large 
portion of gas customers' bills consists of the payment for and the return on 
physical facilities, a loss of customers means that the fixed costs must be 
shared by fewer customers. Therefore, if industrials actually do switch to 
other fuels, high-priority users could see their bills radically escalate and the 
protection goal of Title I 1  would be defeated. O n  the other hand, D O E  issued 
a study indicating that incremental pricing fails as a market-ordering 
mechanism.130 T h e  system, therefore, seems condemned to failure on both 
fronts. 

Moreover, as originally conceived, one of the results of the NGPA's 
scheme was to be a nationwide sharing of increased gas costs by non-exempt 
industrials for the benefit of high-priority exempt users throughout the 
country. This result is being blunted by a perfectly legal countermove by the 

- - 

"'I8 C . F . R .  g 282.504.  
'>*As an example of the continuing controversy involv~ng ~nrremental pric~ng, the Commission is s i l l  In thc 

process of trying to define the small boiler fuel exemption. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Permanenl Rule D e j n ~ n , ~  
Small Extstlng Industrral Boller Fuel Llrers Exempt From Incremenfal P ~ t c ~ n g  lnder  the Natural Gas Pol~cy Acl [JJ 
1978, Docket No.  RMMO-23, 45 Fed Reg. 13539 (1980); Furlher Notlce ul Proposed Rulemak~ng and Publ~c Hedrings, 
Sect~on 206(d) Exemptton For Small Induslr~al Boller Rule Fac~l~tres Jrorn !he Incremental Prlclny P r o u ~ ~ ~ o n r  o j  the 
Natural Gas Policy Act o j  1978: Hearing<, Docket No. RM79-48, 45 Fed. Reg. 15556 (1980). 

'2"E.g., Inside F .E .R.C. ,  January 21, 1980, pp. 1-2. 
"USee, Ins~de F.E.R C . ,  March 3, 1980, p 1 and February 18. 1980, pp. 4-5. 
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statesl3I which still, however, leaves the industrial end-user bearing an 
increasing floor on its energy costs. Under the system of accounting adopted 
by the FERC, each interstate pipeline collects its incremental surcharges 
in a special account. Its distributor customers pass through their shares 
of the charges to their non-exempt customers, but only to the extent that the 
rates otherwise charged those customers are  below the alternate fuel price. 
T h e  sums thereby collected by each distributor then are, in effect, passed 
back to the pipeline to reduce the incremental pricing surcharge account; 
the excess of the account over the collection is then charged PTO rata to all 
the distributors as part of the PGA. In other words, the incremental sur- 
charges collected by the pipelines from distributor A serve to reduce the 
PGA charges which would otherwise be paid by ail the distributors served 
by the pipeline. 

O n  the other hand, if distributor A raises its price to non-exempt users 
to the full alternate fuel price, it keeps all of the benefits of incremental pric- 
ing for its own exempt users. An example demonstrates how this works. In- 
terstate pipeline X has as its sole customers two distributors, A and B, each 
located in a different state. X's latest gas acquisition costs are divided, 
pursuant to the NGPA,  $100 to its PGA and $50 to its incremental pricing 
surcharge account. Assume that A and B take equal volumes from X and that 
absent a special state incremental pricing plan their rates to non-exempt 
industrial users would be the same, but that, because of their different 
end-use profiles, A can absorb thirty dollars from the surcharge account 
and B can absorb ten. Prior to the passage of the NGPA, pipeline X would 
have charged both distributor A and B half of the $100 and half of the $50 
for a total of $75 each. Because of the NGPA, however, distributor A's share 
of the gas costs would increase to $85132 and B's would decrease to 
$65.'33 Under these circumstances, charges to both A's and B's non- 
exempt industrials would be the same, while B's exempt users would 
obviously benefit from A's assumption of a greater share of X's total gas 
acquisition costs. Next assume that because of a state incremental pricing 
plan A has no surcharge absorption capacity rather than the $30 originally 
assumed. B's $10 are subtracted from X's surcharge account, and A and B 
each must recoup $70 in PGA charges from X. In other words, B now pays 
$15 of the $30 A would have paid to X had A not raised its prices to 
non-exempt industrials to at  least the alternate fuel price ceiling. More- 
over, A's non-exempt customers have their rates reduced under the state 

"'In reaction to Phase I many state regulatory commissions have enacted orders permitting distributors to in- 
crease rates to non-exempt industrial boiler fuel users so that the distributor will be unable to repon any surcharge 
absorption capability to its pipeline suppliers. These orders also require that refunds in the amount of the surcharge be 
credited to the distributor's customers. Examples of these orders are Order, Illtno~s Commerce Comm~sx~on  on rts Own 
Motion, Ihe Cenlral Ill~nors Light Company, el a l . ,  Docket No. 79-0390, mimeo, (December 1 2 ,  1979); Cily Gas Com- 
pany of Ant~go,  Inz,esligalion on Motion o/ lhe Commission Relal~ve lo Incremenlal Pricing of Gas Used /or Industrial 
Boiler Fuel by Cuslomers of Wisconrln Gas IJlii~t~es as Conlained tn the iValural Gas Polrcy Acl o j  1978, Docket No.  
1140-GR-3 e t a / . ,  Interim Order (November 27, 1979). 

"'One half of the $100 in the PGA account plus 830 of absorption capability plus one half of the 510 remaining 
in the surcharge account which could not be absorbed by either A or B's non-exempt customers. 

"Qne half of the 8100 in the PGA account plus 810 of absorption capacity plus one half of the 810 remaining 
in the surcharge account which could not be absorbed by either A or B's non-exempt customers. 
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incremental pricing plan by the full $30 of assessed state surcharges. In 
all cases, however, the non-exempt industrials bear the brunt of incremental 
pricing. 

State regulatory bodies were quick to realize that by permitting dis- 
tributors to raise their gas prices to non-exempt users to the alternate 
fuel price ceiling and requiring equal credits to exempt users, they could re- 
tain all of the benefits of incremental pricing for exempt users within their 
borders. Indeed, it has been reported that approximately 30 states have taken 
steps to permit distributors to reduce their surcharge capacity to zero.134 

In a pending r~ lemaking,"~  the FERC has conceded that states have 
the legal authority to reduce their maximum surcharge absorption capacity 
to zero; in such cases of de facto exemption, all the FERC can do is relieve 
states and distributors with zero surcharge absorption capacity of the 
onerous filing requirements occasioned by the NGPA. In that same rulemak- 
ing, the FERC is considering whether exemptions from the federal plan 
should be granted for state alternatives to incremental pricing, such as 
variable peak and non-peak rates to non-exempt users that recover sur- 
charge absorption capacity in the aggregate,136 auction sales of gas to 
non-exempt users,137 and other a1 terna t i~es . I~~ The  FERC is presently in 
the process of deciding whether to grant exemptions through a generic or 
individual rulemaking. 

Federally-dictated incremental pricing is a reality; only its scope re- 
mains to be determined. Beyond incremental pricing, the specter of things- 

"Foster  .\'alurnl Gar Reporl. I? iO.  p I 3  (February 18. 1080). 
"'Notice o f  P rc~p~sed  Kulem;ikins. Slnlt-Wide l r x r n l p l ~ o n \  Fronr I n r ~ n ~ m m r a l  Pncrng, I)ocket No.  KM79-47, 45 

Fed. Keg. 1081 (1'180) 
"',In comments l i led n i t h  the FF.K(: i n  I)ockrt N<I. Kh17'1-47 8,n Novrmber 'I, 1079. the Public Servite (:c,mmis- 

slon 111 the St;~le 01 New \ark .~llvised thirt " N e n  \'ark i.i nos\. g l t ing srrtous considerirt i~n 111 a number of rate design 
terhntques such .IS se;tson;tl pricing. ;lnd \.krious 111;irgin.il r,,rtrng !c,chniques . . For ex:imple, we can envision cir- 
cumsritnces in  w h ~ c h  :I s1;itr ron~rlt issio~t n~ lgh t  wish 10 provide htgher r.ttes 1;,r one (lr more tlitsses of tlidustrial customers 
during rert.irn hours or sr.tsons 1h;t11 oihers. but s.here .IS .I pr:it.tlcitl m:ilter this w u l d  only be accomplished i f  rates 
higher than the sperrfied .~lrern.ltc fuel cost I r te l  I;,r <ert;tin peak seasons were m.rtuhed I I~ r;iles bel (~w such level during 
the off-peak periods As Io11g ,IS (he .trcr;ir;e r:tte p.iid 11) the rustonler w;ls .it the presrribcd level 10 avoid a surcharge, i t  
would :tppeilr  hat s~ lch  sb te  d r ~ c r n t i ~ ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ i s  wottld Ijr ,.I>IISI,I~II~ w ~ t h  ~ h c  ini~,t l l  01 (:onsress 11, 'l'i~lr I1 <I( the N<;P/\. 
(;uidanrr tc~ the st.ites rvo)uld IIC useful .IS 10 the pernt iss~l~ l r  l i r l l i i s  01 ~ h r i r  exprr ime~~t i t t ion i f   hey are 11) mil inlain 
for their distributors .ind user5 11ir exrri~pliotr Ironr the p r~~cr t l o r rs  of O r d r r  NCI.  4'1 which would otherwise be avatlable." 
(.~ommmls of /he Publrr .Sen,lc.c (,'onrnt,srtr~n of Ihr. Slnl,. of .C.zi, )'orb. .Yln/t.-U'rrL. Exurr~p1irrn.r From I n r r u m m l a l  Prtr- 

tnc. 1)ouket No .  Kk179-47. mimn,. :it 2-3  (Nov~.nll)rr ' I .  1'17'1) 
' !-On Oclober 2 0 .  1'178. the Wistt~nsirt I 'u l~ ln 4ervi lr ( : ~ ~ n t n ~ i s s ~ u l l  r rq~ i t red  Wist.o~isin Po\\.er & Light (:omp;~ny 111 

institutr an :tlinu;~l ~ i u r t ~ o n  ~ ~ i r i f f  Iur 11s i ~ i ~ ~ ~ r r c r p t i l ~ l ~ ~  cttstonlers Lltttlrr  his III;III tlte price IJIII l)y .In interruptible indus- 
t r ~ a l  ruslomer for g.~s ser\l(e (lnernltlietl ils r r l . l r i$r  c t ~ r l : i i l ~ i t r ~ l l  pr lor i ly  .\nlong other l n t r r rup t i l ~ l r  cust~~mers. Appl i -  
calion of Wt~consrn I',~u~er Q 1.tyhl (:,rmpnrry / r~r i lu thorr ly  1 , )  h~crrr r r t .  Nnlrrral (;,I.\ Hnlt. as n Nalr t rn l  (;at Publrt- INi l -  
~ l y ,  Ilocket N o .  0(,80-(;K-.3 (Ort~,l~l.r LO. I1)7H) 011  : \p r~ l  -1. 1')''). ~ h r s  progr;rtIi w.1~ signtlic;~ntly (ut  b;irk w~ th;tt il 

applied only to ;I porl ion 01 Wisc<~llsir l  i'(~!vrr's s!slrlri .11111 0111\ 10 1111 1 0   OX^ 01' ,II~ i ~ l ~ l i ~ . ~ t r i : r l  trsrr's I0.1d ( Id.  Apr i l  24. 
1'179) ,tnd tod;iy W~suonsin h;is . I  pl;111 \vl~i<.l l  p11rnli1s (lislriln11~~1.5 1 0  rc(l11(.c. 1hr1r r e p c ~ r ~ r d  pipcltnc \~~rch;tr<e ;il~sorption 
cap;rbiIity 10 Lero. (. 'rt~ (;(I.$ (.'O~TI~(III\ 0.f :I~I/I,<<J, /n~,c\/t,<nt~orr on , j lottor~ of I/,<, (:or~tmis.~r~~tr Reln/tr,e 10 lncr t~menla l  
P r ~ c t n , ~  ,,f (;a,\ l!se,l for l n ~ l ~ , . ~ l r ~ a l  bo~l t , r  k'rtel /JY ( ~ 1 0 1 0 r ~ r ~ ~ n  L~'IN,,,I.I,,, (;ns 1!11!11r~~~ n.! (.'onlntrre,i 111 lhc Nat l i ro l  
(;as P~J!I<.~ A'! of 1978, rrrpra. 

"*One surh ;t l~ern.rt i~e n1.0 I I~  ~ h r  ( : . l l i I o ~ i ~ i . ~  i ~ i r r c ~ ~ i r r t t , t I  pri,ing II~I~S~.IIII w h i < l ~  is I ~ r ~ ~ i i O r r  I~.III the preselil 
Feder;iI Phase I plan. 11 i~ir luclrs a l l  it~cltrstri.il prlornv itsvrs 111 (:I,ISSI~II.II~~IIS 3 .  4 .11i0 5 wit11 insl.tlled .rllern.~rive luel 
c;ipitbiltiy and uses .in ;iltern.itivr luel pr i<o r r r l l ~ i q  131 N o  2 iirld N<I. (1 ftr(~1 1111. St , , .  A/)/~lr(n/ror~ of l'n(</tc (;(I.\ Q Nectrr<. 
(,'ompony, l)e,ision No ,  ~ l l IO3 i .  ,\ppIic,rtro~r Nos. 58801 ;tnd i ~ l l I 4 i .  In~er i l t r  Opt l~ ion,  nrtmeo. (0ctoI)er 2 3 ,  lc17'l). See 
al,o, I n  lhu M a l l c ~  of lht. Appl,cnl~,r,~ of .Youlhcrn (,'nl,/?~rntn (;a\ (:r,mp(rny. I)e(.~siolt No. 'lO8ZZ. Applie;ttion No.  
58724, Opinion, mime,,. ;!I I ?  (Seplc~ri~I>er I? ,  1~17'1). wlrerc the P u l ~ l ~ r  LIl!lrtirs (:oninii?sion , I (  lhc S1,rIr o f  (:.~iiforni:r 
st;ites that they view the11 prcsenl in~rrme111,tl pricrns policy ".IS c < ~ l t r i \ ~ c . ~ i t  w i ~ h  f h r  N . i~ i i~n ; t l  Kllcrqy A r l  . ~ n d  plan (I, 

extend i t  t,n :I st;i~e-wide II;IS~S " 



to-come in the area of federal design of end-user rates is raised most acutely 
by P U R P A . I 3 "  PUKPA's practical effects on distributors may be limited in 
the near future, but PUKPA contains an implicit assertion of federal 
authority which is quite breathtaking in its scope. 

PURPA asserts that federal power over the retail rates charged intra- 
state gas users exists under the Interstate Commerce Clause of the Consti- 
t u t i o n . I 4 O  Furthermore, 'Titles I I 4 '  and of PUKPA are based on 
the premise that Congress can enlarge the power of state agencies over 
intrastate matters. As noted below, this enlargement of jurisdiction occurs 
only if it is not inconsistent with state law, but that appears to be a bow 
to comity and not to constitutional limitations. This  suggestion of future 
extensions of federal authority makes PUKPA a much more significant 
piece of legislation than is widely believed. 

Title I l l  of PURPA'43 begins the process of federal regulation of all 
retail sales of natural gas. The  title applies to every gas utility with re- 
tail sales of 10 billion cubic feet of gas annually'44 and is designed to 
further quite general goals,'45 thereby providing the justification for a 
wide range of activities. Each state regulatory authority is required, within 
two years of the passage of PUKPA, to conduct hearings on the advisabil- 
i ty  of adopting (i)  PURPA's standards on the procedures to be followed 
in terminating natural gas service'46 and (ii) PUKPA's prohibition of the 
recovery through rates of any utility expenditures for promotional or 
political advertising.I4' 

While the State regulatory agency may determine that i t  is not appro- 
priate to implement the PURPA standards,148 Title 111 is explicitly 
designed as an extension of the authority any regulatory agency might 
have under state law a10ne.I~~ State commissions are required to report 

'l"l5 U.5.C.A $ $  3201-321 1 (Supp. 1978). 
I4"PURPA $ 2, 16 U.S.C.A. $ 2601 (Supp. 1978) provides that "( t lhe Congress finds t h a t .  . . the proper exercise 

o i  congress~onal authority under the Const~tut~on to regulate interstate commerce require . . . a program . . . insuring 
that rates to natural gas consumers are equitable." The Conference Rcport expressly notes that this section affects 
certain activities which have traditionally been subject to primary regulation by the States. H.R. Rep. No. 95-1750, 
95th Cong., 2nd S e s .  67 (1978). 

I"PURPA $ 5  101-143, 16 U.S.C.A. $ 8  2611-2644 (Supp. 1978) and 42 U.S.C.A. $ 4  6801-6808 (Supp. 1978). 
Title I establishes federal retail regulatory polic~es for electric utilities and IS beyond the x o p e  of this article. 

141PURPA $$  301-31 1, 15 U.S.C A. $$  3201-321 1 (hupp. 1978). Title 111 establishes limited federal rctail policies 
for natural gas utilities. 

"'Id. 
I4'PURPA 8  301(b), 15 U.S.C.A. $ 3201(b) (Supp. 1978). 
"'These goals are: "(I)  conservation of energy supplied by gas utilities; (2) the optimization of the efliciency of 

the use of facilities and resources by gas utility systems; and (3) equitable rates to gas consumers of natural gas." 
PURPA $ 301(a), 15 U.S.C.A. $ 3201(a) (Supp. 1978). 

'46PURPA $ 303(a)(l), 15 U.S.C.A. $ 3203(a)(I) (Supp. 1978). 
"'PURPA 5  303(a)(2), 15 U.S.C.A. $ 3203(a)(2) (Supp. 1978). 
"8PURPA $ 303(c), 15 U.S.C.A. $ 3203(c) (Supp. 1978). 
"'"The conferees intend that since the provisions of this section are parallel to the provisions of section 113, 

the explanation contained in this statement with respect to the adoption of standards for electric utilities as provided in 
section 113 are to apply in the same manner as  to the adoption of standards for gas utilities as  provided in this sec- 
tion. . . ." H.R. Rep. No. 95-1750, 95th Cong., 2nd. Sess. 101 (1978). "The intent hcre is that where a State regulatory 
commission or nonregulated utility finds insufficient authority pursuant to otherwise applicable State law, under which 
it may adopt a standard established in smion  113, then these three purposes of the title provide such authority. In clfm 
the three purposes expand the discretion of the State regulatory commission or nonregulated utility to adopt the stan- 
dards of section 113. However, the conferee also intend that [these] three purpose  do not override State law." Id. 
at 101. 
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to the FERC annually as to the standards that were or were not adopted 
for each utility and the actions taken with respect to each standard by 
each utility.IS0 While the particular standards PURPA outlines are not 
earthshaking, the notion that there can be federal standards is quite new. 

PURPA also injects D O E  into the ratemaking process. First, DOE is 
given the statutory right to intervene in any proceeding involving utility 
rates or rate design.lS1 While such intervention can only take place in 
order to advocate the policies of the title, the limitation is meaningless for 
the policies of the title are broad enough to cover any e~entua1i ty . l~~ 

DOE,  with the assistance of the FERC and all other interested parties, 
is also called upon to conduct a comprehensive study of gas utility rate de- 
sign pr0posa1s.l~~ The  goal is first to determine how different rate designs 
affect the consumption and conservation of gas'54 and whether they can be 
simultaneously and consistently pursued, and second to develop proposals 
for transmission to Congress.lS5 

Thus, PURPA asserts federal jurisdiction over intrastate retail sales of 
gas, calls upon D O E  to provide Congress with the information necessary 
to formulate a national rate design proposal, provides incentives to utilities 
to promote conservation by high-priority users, helps industrial direct users 
to defray the costs of a voluntary conversion from gas to heavy oil use and 
grants the President the right to prohibit gas-use by MFBI's in an emer- 
gency. The  effects of this Act on distributors and end-users will not mani- 
fest themselves fully for years to come. 

D. The Federal Government as Consumer Advocate 

The  NEA also took major steps toward furthering "consumer" in- 
terests through some of the rate matters already discussed and the creation 
of federal conservation and product standards. These actions will have a 
direct impact on distributors and the end-users they serve. 

'IOPURPA 5 309, 15 U.S.C.A. 5 3209 (Supp. 1978). 
Ii1PURPA 5 305, 15 U.S.C.A. $ 3205 (Supp. 1978). 
'SzSee text at note 146. 
I5'PURPA 5 306, 15 U.S.C.A. 5 3206 (Supp 1978). Pursuant to this section, the Secretary of Energy is required 

by May 9, 1981 to report to Congress on the impact of incremental pric~ng, marginal cost pricing, end-user gas ron- 
sumption taxes, wellhead natural gas prices, demand-commodity rate design, declining block rates, interruptible 
service, seasonal rate dillcrentials and end-user rate schedules on 

(i) pipeline and distributor load factors, 
(ii) rates to classes of users (industrial, commercial and residential), 
(iii) change in costs for each class, 
(iv) demand and consumption. 
(v) end-user profiles, and 

(vi) competition with alternate fuel. 
"The  Secretary has delegated the responsibility of developing the PURPA gas utility rate design study to the 

ERA which has held a number of public conferences and issued a series of interim reports. See Notice, Public Conference 
to Discuss the Gas Utility Rote Design Study Required by the F'ublic Uttlity Regulatory Pollcies Act of 1978, Docket 
No. ERA-R-79-22A, 44 Fed. Reg. 70863 (1979). The  Gfth interim rate design report which was issued on January 10, 
1980 dealt with the eflect upon distributors of the following three groups of rate forms: 

"0  commonly used forms (declining block rates, flat rates with a customer charge, and flat rates without 
a customer charge); 
three less traditional rates (seasonal, inverted block and volumetric rates); and finally 
Phase I of incrcmcntal pricing (as defined in the Natural Gas Policy Act (NGPA))." 

ICF INCORPORATED, Natural Gas Rate Design Study: Interim Report on S~mulation of Seven Rate Forms, mimeo. 
at 1-1 (January 10, 1980). 

I'5PURPA 5 306(b), (c), 15 U.S.C.A. 5 3206(b), (c) (Supp. 1978). 
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As noted above, section 305 of PURPA grants D O E  the right to inter- 
vene in any state proceeding concerning gas utility rates or rate 
While this is a yet-unexercised power, it could be a potent force in the fu- 
ture. Similarly, section 306 of PURPA calls for a comprehensive study of 
rate designs-even should Congress not take formal action on DOE'S recom- 
mendations, the states can be expected to rely heavily on this 

In  addition, the National Energy Conservation Policy Act 
("NECPA")158 creates a federally-authorized national conservation pro- 
gram.159 Several new responsibilities are created and passed on to the 
states and utilities.160 

Utilities are required by section 215 of NECPA to inspect each resi- 
dential building within their service areas and report to the occupant 
on the conservation measures that could be taken to reduce energy con- 
~ u m p t i o n . ' ~ ~  T h e  report must list recommended conservation steps, esti- 
mate the savings of energy costs that will result, and inform the consumer 
of the sources of loans and in~ ta1 l e r s . l~~  T h e  cost of each inspection is to be 
charged directly to the customer as a separate item on its utility bill, 
unless the State regulatory body determines after hearings that rates will be 
lower and more equitable if the costs of the surveys are charged to all of the 
utility's consumers as an operating expense.163 

Subject to certain exemptions, the utility itself can install only furnace 
efficiency modifications, clock thermostats and loan management equipment; 
any other conservation measure, such as insulation, must be installed by 
others.'" Utilities are also prohibited from making loans of more than 
$300 for these measures; these loans are to be repaid through a separate 
charge on the customer's utility bill, and utility service cannot be terminated 
for failure to repay the charge.Ib5 

li6See text at notes 144-156. 
I5'Supra, note l i 5 
"RSupm, note 4. NEC:PA builds on programs started by the Energy Conservation and Produttion Act. PI.. 94- 

385, 90 Star. 1125 (1976). I n  addition l o  the programs dis<uared tnjra, NE(:PA provide5 grants for low-inrome lami l~e\  
(T i t le  111, Part I ) ,  smondary f inanc~ng and loan insurance for energy cons r rv in~  impr~~vemenls and solar enersy rys- 
tems (Ti t le  11, Part 2), standards and help for federally-assisted housing ('I'ltle 11, Part 4), grnnls to state . ~ n d  Icx-al gov- 
ernments for energy conservation ('rltle I l l ) ,  funds lor solar heat~ng and cooling demonstrnti<~n projells i n  federal 
buildings (T i t le  V ,  Part 2) ,  energy performance standards for feder.41 buildings ( ' l ' l t le V, Part 3 ) .  a federal photr~vr~ltai, 
uti l ization program (Tl t le  V. Part 3) and for stale energy c<~nserva~ion pl,~ns ('l'itle VI,  Part 2 ) .  

'ivPursuant to the requirements of settion 212 of PL'KPA (10 I; . ( : I \ .  5 U2iq - l  ( h p p  lC)78)), the I )ep .~ r~mmt  
of Energy issued its Final Rule on October 30, 1070, ~mplementing ~ h c  Kesidential (:onserv.iti<~n Servicc (K(:J Pro- 
gram. F ~ n a l  Rule, Re~ tden l la l  Conrun,alion .Yeruzrr Pro,frarn, I)ocker N o  (:,\S-KM-7')-IIlI, 44 Fed. Keg. 04002 (107')). 
This F inal  Rule represents the effort by the feder,~l government III brin:: ')(I% 01 the existins residential housinl: r t r r k  
to min imum federal construction standards by 1985 and establishes the requirement5 I l ~ r  state K C :  progr;rm.; 

'hoPursuant to the provisions of  rettltjn 212((-) of Pl 'Ut', \ .  Stares may aullmit K(:S prosrams to the I ) O E  lor 
approval under the gu~delines of the Final Kule in  I)otket No.  (: i \S-KM-7V-lOl. For ex.~mplr. In  Illinois \uch An K(:S 
plan is being prepared by the I l l lnuis Inst~tute i r l  N,~tural Kes~~urcc\  'l'hc l irst dr.lli 01' the plnn requires the larger 
regulated gas and electric utilities ( i e ,  ut i l i t~es hdv~ng  ,tnnu;~l sales, lor purpose\ ~ . t h r r  than res;rlr. which exceed 750 
mi l l ion ki lowatt hours of electrlc~ty or  I 0  BcI of n,~tur ;~ l  gas) 11) perlorm on sitc mcrg)  ,~udits of re\jdences and rrcum- 
mend energy conservation practices which <.;In be adrrptrd III Increase the clli<lent use of encry). I t  is ,llso suqgeated 
that i n  order to avoid duplication th.11 a uti l i ty assori.jtion m;~y h r  Iorme(l to untlert;tkc thc purposes r , l  the l l l ~n< l l s  
RCS program. BUUZ, AL.I.EN & H:\XfII,'I'ON, Ih(: I)ra/l Ill~nr,rs He~~r len l ta l  (:on$rr<la/trrn .Verrlir~ Plan ( j ~ n u ; ~ r y  28, 
1980). 'I'he I l l inois KCS plan has not yet heen suhmittcd tu 1)OE: lor  ;rpprov;~l. 

""NE(:PA 4 21S(a), 42 Ll S.(: A .  Ej 82lO(;*) (Supp. 1978). 10 (:.F.K. r j  450 307 
lb'10 C.F.R.  4 456 307(c), (d). 

I& 'NECPA 4 21 i i cJ .  42 U.S.(:.A g WZI6((-) (Supp. 107U); Iil (:.k.K. Ej 4% 310. 
' "WECPA 5 216(a), (b), 42 U S  (: A Ej H217(a). (h) (Supp. 1')78); I 0  (:.l:.K 3 4iO.5i l l -4 i0 i ( lH.  
",'NE(:I'A $ 9  216(cJ, Ej 21i(e), 42 I:.S.(:.;\. gEj X217(c), H210(e) (hupp. 1')7H). I l l  (: I ' .K g g  450.503, 450 31 1(c) 
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The  utility's audits and recommendations are to take place under the 
terms of a state residential energy conservation' plan which both estab- 
lishes the appropriate conservation measures for the locale and insures that 
fair rates are charged by the utility for its services and .that the list of 
approved suppliers and lenders is approved and monitored.'66 The  state 
plans must be submitted to DOE for approval,'67 based upon a comparison 
of a state plan with the standards and procedures established by D O E  after 

If DOE disallows a state plan, it may put in place one of its 
own devising.I6" 

In addition, federal legislation now requires manufacturers to test for, 
improve and provide information on the energy efficiency of a wide range of 
consumer products.170 This eventual energy efficiency program will be 
similar to the existing one for automobiles-manufacturers will be re- 
quired to test their products for energy-efficiency, to label the products 
with the test results, and to meet energy efficiency standards.l7I T h e  list 

"'(>The requirements lor a qualilying State RCS Plan are set lorth in Subpart C: ol Part 456 o l  the regulations 
comprising the Final Rule in Docket No. CAS-KM-79-101. 10 C . F  R.  $8 456.301-456.319. 

'"NECPA § 212(c); 42 U.S.C.A @ 8213(c) ( S u p p  1978); 10 C.F.R Part 456, Subpart B. 
'"a5ection 213 o l  NECPA provides that 

"No proposed residential energy conservation plan submttted lor regulated utilities shall be approved by 
the Secretary unless such plan- 

( I )  requires each regulated utility to implement a utility program which meets the requirements o l  
section 213 (except such requlrements ol section 215 as do not apply by reason o l  sectirln 216(O: 
and contains adequate State enlorcement procedures in (onnection with such implementation, 

(2) provides a procedure lor permitting any supplier or contractor- 
(A) who sells or installs residential energy conservation measures in the area served by such 

utility, and 
(B) who meets such minimum requirements as may be contained In rules promulgated by the 

Secretary under section 212(b)(2j( t )  
to be included on a list made public by such utility as prov~ded under sectlon ?l5(a)(3) .  

(3)  provides a procedure lor permittins any bank, savings and loan assoc~ation, credtt union, or other 
public or private lending institution which- 
(A) ollers loans lor the purchase and installat~on o l  residenrial energy conserration measurcs 

in the areas served by such utility and 
(B)  which meets such minimum requlrements as may be promulgdted b) the Xerrct.lr! urirlcr 

section 212(b)(2)(Ej 
to be included on a list made public by such ut~l i ty  as provided under sectton 215[;1)(3), 

(4)  probides adequate procedures to 'Issure that each regulated utility will charge l d ~ r  and reason- 
able prices and rates ol interest to its restdenrial customers under such utility prclgram In connection \%-ith 
the purchase and installauon o l  residential energy conservation measures; 

(5) prorides procedures lor resolving complaints agatnsl persons who sell or inst.~ll rea~denu.il energ) 
conseriation niedsures under such program; 

(6) prov~des procedures lor ~ n s u r i n s  that eliective c o ~ ~ r d ~ n a t i o n  exists dmorrg varltsus local. 4t;1te. ;lnd 
Federal energy conservation programs within and al'fecttng such Stcite. includinx an)  encrgy extensil~n 
service program administered by the Secretary of Energy, 

(7) is adopted alter notlce and public hearings, and 
(8) meets such othcr requirements as may he 1.12ntained In the rules promulgated under sectton 212." 
(42 U.S.C. 3 8214 (Supp. 1978)). 

"'"NECPA 8 219, 42 U.S.C:.A 6 8220 ( S u p p  1978). In accordance with the prov~siona r,l $ 219. the Final Rule 
provides that il a State rails to submit a qualil)ing KC:S Plan by September 2. I98O, then the 1)ep;trtment of Energy niay 
impose a plan of its own. 10 C.F.K. ji 456.602. 

""Part 2 of 'I'itle IV o l  NEC:PA estnbl~shes test procedures and enersy ellicienc) s~.ind;irds 111r thirteen o p e s  01 
appliances with pr ior~ty giben to relrigerators and relrigerator-lreezers, freezers, water he;tterr. room .iir cont l~t~(~ners .  
kitchen ranges and ovens. centrnl air conditioners. furnaces, clothes dryers and home heating equipn~ent other ~ h , ~ n  
furnaces. Part 3 ol the same Title authnrizes D O E  to prescribe test procedures and labeling requirements w ~ t h  respect 11, 

electric motors, pumps and a variety of industrial equipment Likewibe, Part 4 of 'l'itle I \  requires the IIOE tu establish 
targets lor the utilization ol certain recycleable materials (aluminum, coopper, lead, 71nc. iron. bteel, paper, t rxt~les  
and rubber recovered lrom solid waste) by the metals and metals products industries, the p:lper .!ntl ;lllied prr~ducts 
industries, the  ext tile mill products industry and the rubber industry. 

17NECPA @ @  421, 422, 441, 361: 42 U S  C:.A. $5 0293, 6205, 031 1-6317, 6340 (Supp. 107X); I l l  ( : F K  Part 430, 
1.5 C:.F.K. Part 9 .  
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of covered production will grow with time and the standards can become 
more rigid. The  labeling requirements may well decrease the differences 
between competing products and place severe limitations on product de- 
signs. Similar provisions cover industrial equipment, primarily electric 
motors and pumps.172 

In the industrial sector, D O E  has recently established a voluntary 
energy efficiency standards program.173 Certain industrial sectors are 
targeted for improvements in energy efficiency in their own operations as 
well as in their The  Secretary of Energy has promulgated 
voluntary energy improvement targets for the ten major energy-consuming 
industries in the country.'75 These industries are  required to report , to 
D O E  upon the progress they have achieved in meeting these g0a1s.I~~ 
DOE,  in turn, is required to report the results to C 0 n g r e ~ s . l ~ ~  T h e  threat 
here is explicit-if industry fails to voluntarily make efficiency improve- 
ments, Congress will mandate them. The  fear here for any end-user is that 
Congress will mandate precisely how and where improvements are to be 
made-removing from the end-user the ability to plan for itself and control 
its ever-rising fuel costs. In other words, should the industrial sector fail to 
curb its energy appetite, it  could find itself manufacturing specified prod- 
ucts, using specified processes, and burning specified fuels. The  intelligent 
self-allocation of resources by end-users and the design of products to meet 
consumer demands could become a theory of the past. 

In sum, NECPA mandates that gas utilities take an  active role, under 
their states' supervisions, in promoting energy conservation by residential 
users. If D O E  is dissatisfied with state plans, it can take over the super- 
visory role for itself. Industrials also are assigned a more active role in pro- 
moting conservation. More and more products will be required to meet 
specific energy standards. Furthermore, industrials will be forced to assure 
an ever-larger role in supplying information to consumers. In other words, 
D O E  has the authority to promote the insulation of every home in the 
country-and to set the efficiency standards for the appliance that are used 
in those homes. Distributors and state regulators, given jurisdictional 
jealousies, may chafe at this new federal role. Individual consumers, too, 
may find their lives subject to a new measure of federal interference with 
their choice of goods. 

"'NECPA 8 427, 42 U.S.C.A. 5 6306 (Supp. 1978). 
"'10 C.F.R.  Part 445. 
"'These industries are identified by Standard Industrial Classification Code at 10 C.F.R.  8 445.5. 
"$The DOE efficiency standards reflect a determination that energy consumption for the ten major energy indus- 

tries (food and kindred products, textile mill products, paper and allied products, chemicals and allied products, petroleum 
and coal products, stone, clay, and glass products, primary metal industries, fabricated metal products, machinery ex- 
cept electrical and transportation equipment) can be reduced by between 9% and 24% depending upon the particular 
industry. 10 C.F .R.  8 445.42. 

17610 C.F.R.  Part 445, Subpart C .  
"'NECPA 8 601, 42 U.S.C.A. $8  6341-45 (Supp. 1978). 
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The  passage of the National Energy Act fundamentally altered the 
division of authority between federal and local energy authorities and 
limited the ability of end-users to make their own energy decisions based 
on traditional criteria such as economic efficiency. Traditionally, the regula- 
tion of gas distributors and end-users had been left to state regulatory 
authorities, for reasons both of jurisdiction and comity. The  National 
Energy Act extended federal jurisdiction, and the general energy crisis, as 
well as the specific gas crisis of the 19701s, raised national concerns that 
overrode comity. 

This trend will in all likelihood increase. The  only real prospect of 
its arrest or reversal lies in the appearance of a long-term and abundant 
supply of gas. Even then the pressures created by the United States' 
dependence on foreign oil are likely to continue the move toward a national 
energy policy. 


